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May your children Jive in a time of change.
Chinese cqrse

.ew

Change has become a way of life. How change is cccomodated and
facilitated is the focus of the CBAM Program of UTR&D.

Agnodel of the innovation adoption process, the Concerns-Based Adop-
tion Model (CRAM), has been developed from empirical evidence. The
CBAM depicts innovation adoption in educational institutions as a develop-
mental process in which each user of the innovation demonstrates suc-
cessively higher qualities of use of the innovation. The CBAM also depicts
innovation adoption as a process capable of being facilitated by trained
adoption agents who pace and personal;ze their interventions on the basis
of the assessed personal needs and motivations of the individual adopters.
By being sensitive to-the concerns of users and by seeing use of an inno-
vation as a developmental process, adoption cgents are expected to be
able to reduce the threat change poses to individuals and to increase the
likelihood of an educational institution integrating an Innovation at a high
qvliality level of use.
. This pcogram seeks to validate the CBAM through studies of innovation
adoptionTin schools and universities. Its products will be tested and func-
tional tools for active educational change agents.
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THE "TROUBLE SHOOTING" CHCCNbIST:

A NANUAL TO All) EDUCATIO' ' CHANGE AGENTS TN

THE PREDICTION or ORGPNIZA1 i9NAL CMANGEPOTENTTAL

nrad A. Maiming

Research and Development 'Center for. Teacher fflucalion

The University of Texas at Austin

The first ''section of this .manual contains a selective re iew

of organizational change literature which focuses on predieti

institutional variables as thel'affct the adoption-diffusion pro-

cess. The second section describes the developrnt of the Trouble

Shooting Checklist (TSC). The phird section presents two Trouble

Shooting Checklists (TSC-A and TSC -W) rind instructions for thking,

and scoring the tests. The TSC-A focuses on institutions which

sire concerned with adopting modules, and the TSC-11 focuses on

institutions which are concerned with adopting a psychological

assessment battery with a eounAeling orientatiun. The fourth

section describes the. development of the scoring system hnd de-

scribes a summary of the score ranges for the checklists. The

fifth section describes typical sequencing of events and action

interventions for institutions which are either ideally, marginal iy,
O

or unacceptably suited for the adoption oi innovations The final

section of the manual' offers guidelines fol, elldnge agents fappd,

with differing institutional situations.
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Organization of the' SeIective.Review
irt

The first section of the review gi.vei an introduction to

the 'organizational change literature and provides general background

.information. In this sect4.on the general problems in the area are

discussed. The remaining sections of this review focus on the follow-
.

- in aspects of the adoption-diffusion process A stages of adoption;

2) the role of communication; 3) the role of the change agent;

4) the problem of classifying institutions by their change potential;

f

5) the role of institutional variables (this section includes an

identification of ideal, marginal, and uriacceptable institutions With

respect to/their potential for puccessful adoption); and 6) the

problem o choosing change strategies for differing types of insti-
.

tutions.

Introduction and General Background Information

Various approaches to the study of innovation have been estab-

lighed, Willower (1970) names three such approaches. The first

stresses the .content of the currictilpm and the, preparation of mater-

ial to correspond withthe program objectives orparticulai fields

of study. A secad approach, referred, to as a "procefts" approach,

considers innovations teilms.of'the interest and needs of the

students, prsupposing that learning,is increased when students
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have positive attitudes and high motivational levels. A third

approach to the literature on innovation in education is ,that

of "adoption-diffusion." Willower describes this approach 'shaving

empllasis...on...adoption and diffusion' including such fne
tors as the characteristici of early and late adopting units,the rate of diffusion and distinguishing features of innova-
tions that accompany variations in this rate.:.ithe adoption-
diffusion approach] ...has its historIcal roots in rural socio-
logy' and the study of newt farming practices (p..388-389).

mr

tichholz and Rogers (1964), using the "adoption-diffusion"

approach to innovation, describe diffus =ion as the complete process

by which an innovation is communlated 'disseminated,'and

adopted throughout a user system.'

Th'e adoption and diffusion of innovations has typically been

a difficult and complex process. The length of time 'involved from

the initial xareness.of-a need to the final 'diffusion 41%n-in-

novation throughout a user system varies from institution to in

stitution. Certain agricultural' innovations reported an average

time lag of 1.54 years between the time of awareness arlici adoption

-(Beal, Rogers, & Bohlen, 1957). Studies of other technological

innovations suggest that five t 'ten years is atypical time lag

CVoegel, 1971). As Mort (1964) states in reference to educational

innovations:

ti
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The earl studies indicated that chan..comes about.thr9ugIL
a Surpri-singly slow process and follows predictable pater*,
Between insight into, a needwand the sintroduction_of a' way
meeting the need there is typically a lapse of a%-haIf-century.
Another half-centtry is -required for the diffusion-of-the adapra-
tion.. During the hqlf-century of diffus46,.the'practi,pe is not'
recognized until it has appeared in 3% of the systems of the
country. By that time fifteen years of-diffusion,-or indepen:-4
dent innovation--have elapsed. Thereafter, there is a rapid
twenty years of diffusion, accompanied by much fanfare, and then

longlperiod of slow dirfusion through the last small percentage
. --of school systems (p. 3181.

.

S

a

This tremendous time tag, together- with reports from the

Department of Commerce that up to 90% of all'innpvations faiI.withfn

four yoars after being introfteed (Rogers & Shoemakqr? 1971)', indicates

A

J:

the size of the problem faced in imp/ementing innovations in our 'edu-
.

.
,

.
,vational systems. In order for our eilutational system to keep pace

. with our rapidiyhanging society, more ex6edientjmethods of inte-
, . *

grating innovations into organizations are b'eiyfg:developed. One. such

method involves the use of a versatilely trained social science

profoonal in the role of a change agent.. Such.reSeatch=baed,
.

1

ents 'arts proving*to be a eruo.jal link between information .centers
)

,

; .
,

. iind the ,olassroom (Cooke & Zaltman,..1972; Kerins qt al., 1.971; .,

Riehburg. 1)7Th Vooel, 1971). The change agent fil l this role

a learnii g system expert in cooperatfilgwith the faculty to

jesign, implement and evaluate, new. instructional strategleg'and

844
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approaehf-1 (Voegel, 1a71, p. fi9)." The change agent must be able

to translate a conceptual model into a learning or instructional

'model, which he then introduce 6 and 11clps'to integrate into

an organization. This requires not only an understandihg.of the

innovation, but knowledge of the fkilities, location aid. infor-
,

mation

1q71).

res9urces, staff, and materials of the institution (Voegel,

The strategy for introducing and presenting the innovation

would depend on theSb variables. The vhange.-agent'also must be able

Tho use behavioral scienge-techniques -at-specific intervention points

(11eqkhard, 1.9*69) Which vary from institution to institution and

with particular innovations (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Stuart-Notze,

19721. The job of the 'change agent then, is nothing less than "that

of harnessing-the bureaucracy, of creating btructures designed to

qiurture a genuine concord 'cirs-valls, goals

p. 3q0) ." In other words, he guides

6

and action (Willower, 1970,

doption-diffusion process.

The change agent s,work has been hampered, in part. by incomplete

information in the literature concerning organizational variables in

relation to the adoption of an innovation. Willower (1970) , in his

dismission of the adoption-diffusion literature, specifically points.

to the basis of this problem:

13



The adopt ion-diffusion model has been'ra':ier fruitful, but
it derives from a tradition that addresses adoption by. indi-
viduals rather than by organizations. Hence, a typical and a
key concern has been characteristics of persons who vary in

P adoption rates (p. 389);

Rogers and 8hoemaker (1971) also point, out the need to consider

variables other than characteristics of persons involved in the adop4a

tion process. They suggest that an investigation of how the proper

ties of an innovation and its presentation affect its rate of adoption

could assist the change agent in predicting the success\f various

presentations in particular institutional settings. While "their

emphasis is clearly on the properties of an innovation and their

pereoption by the institution, the need for a predictive measure of

some sort is also stressed. However, even with a means of rating

partivular properties of innovations, there still remains the .problem

or rating institutional adoptability. Hilfiker (uan) directly

addro8sos himself to this problem. He argues that
.

Little attention has been given to the social or psychological
characteristics of,he receiving system (such as a sdhool or

.

school system) and how these characteristics might affect the
fate of a given innovation or change...if it becomes possible
to consistently diagnose and evaluate the "state" of a school
system's organizationa' climate, it might be feasible to modify
the adaptability of p ofessional personnel and to charge or create
organizational structures and processes which tend to enhance
the possibilities 01 successful intviitutionalization of innova-
tions. An instrurOnt designed to ,provide data appropriate to
1,ueh change procchses, with the ultimate objective of modifying
the system. migt)* also aid in idervifying conditions contribut-
ing to excessive change or unstable conditions. An analysis of

14
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such conditions might indicate that the systemsshould
achieve or return to a state of equilibrium rather than
undertake extensive change efforts (p. 27).

Such an instrument might assist in making the kinds of predictions

Rogers and Shoemaker suggest. With information on variables within an

-institution, the change agent would be better prepared to predict the

success or failure of particular strategies employed in introducing

an innovation. Since organizations vary, strategies of Implementing

innovations must also vary. Harrison (1970) states that there cis

" a real need for conceptual models which differentiate intervention

strategies from one 'another in a way, which permits rational matching
a

of strategies to organizational change problems (p. 182)." Without

such an instrument to assist him, the change agent is unable to quickly

and accurately assess an brganizational situation and make informed

decisions with respect to time and resources early in the diffusion

pro4a, and thus loses valuable time Becatise predictors ,of potentially
41,

,..
successful adopters of innovations have pot been syqtematized, it is ()illy. ..

through considerable experience that a change agent can recognize indica-
, .

tors of the level of adoptability of an-institution. An instrument which

would act as a definitive guide' to a change age& could be a systematic

short cut _to many painful years of trial and error experience. Addition-
1-

aIly, silk an instrument could assist an experienced change agent in orga-

5 -
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nizing the cues to which he -instinctively responds.

The checklist which follows this paper is such an instrument and

is designed to predict -a given institution's success in adopting

innovations by ordering its levels of concerns and innovation usage.

It is based on actual change agents' experiences in the field and

is supported by the literature review. The checklist organizes the

information about the environmental events, pertonalities, and orga-

nizational structures upon which the change agent must base his decisions

concerning subsequent interventions in the diffusion process. As the

change agent completes, the checklist, an institutional,profile emerges,

classifying the institution as'an ideal organization for innovation,

a marginally acceptable organization for innovation, or an unacceptable
)

institutional situation. Two different types of innovation-adopting

institutions are considered-*---the-first_type is one in which a module

has first been-adopted, served as a catalyst, and consequently set a

chain .of events dn motion; the second type of institution 'is one in

which a psychological assessment battery with some form of personal Y

counseling orientation has been adopted. The latter type of adoption

characteristically resultZ4.n a different chain of events from the

,former. Following the checklist are a series of action intervention

sequences and guidelines for the change agent, both of which °mire.

spond with the possible institutional profiles These lesckiptions

are based on a review of the literature as well as on the actual re-

sponses of the experienced change agents..

1.6
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The main ajective of the checklist, then, Is to assist OD
.

educational change agent in' predicting his chances of successfully. ,

helping an' institution adopt an' innovation. It is an instrument,

which will give order and predictive meaning to information gathered

from otherwise unknownlinstitutional variables.

a

St es of the AdoptAad-Diffusion process

ReseaTch about change indicates that there is a defined process
which any innovation or adaptation goes through before becoming
implemented or institutionalized. The change process appears to
have definite stages or elements which can be studied and which
lend themselves to the development of strategies to encourage
the ultimate implementation of the desired outcome (Hughes &
Achilles, 1971, p. 841). k

As 'was mentioned earlier, the Ipudy of innovation as an adoption-

diffusion process originated in the study of rural sociology-and
...--

._

new farming practices (Willower, 1970).. rive stages in the

diffusion process have been establis ed to describe agricultural

innovations: 1) awareness; 2) interest; 3) evaluation; 4) trial;

and 5) adoption (North Central Regional Rural Sociology Subcommittee,

1955). -These stages. have been empirically validated in a study con!.

9

ducted by Beal, Rogers, and Bohlen (1957). One hundred and five farmers

in a central Iowa town were questioned about their adoption of anti-

biotics for use with swine. Phis innovation became a fullysdiffused

practice by 1955. The farmers questioned indicated by their responses
,

45.
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that most of them had in fact pasSed through these five stages.

Additional information gatheied on the innovation processes of

farmeA who had adopted use of a chemical weed spray, the practice

of preserving food by freezing, and the use of synthetic fabrics

als0 supported the five-stage model of theiladoption-diffuslon process.

The literature on the change process in the field of education.

indicates that similar stages .9.xistjor educational'innovations.

Wolf and l'iorino (1172), after conduct*ng an in-depth study of the

experiences of -some six hundred educational innovators, concioded

that the five stages of adoption-diffusion as cited in literature

on agricultural i ovations, are generally applicable to the field of

education. While there are many similarities betueen models suggested

by educatiol innovators and agricultural change models, there are

some differences in emphasis and detail. Rogers' and Beaq model

(l1.56 corresponds exactly with the agricultural change model awl .

is derived from it. Hughes and Achilles (1971) include the\fivc-
.

stage model (Rogers, 1962) in an "adoption" Category and establish

"diffasion" as a category in itself. Viiegel's model (1971) Aists

awareness as an ,environmental condition and includes interest evalu-

atation and trial under the heading.' change process." A third :,iategory,ion

is divided into: a) decision to adoptib) analysis
40r*

byythe change agent, and c) feedback to.. the change agent.. Smith (WO)

IS
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describes a Andel based (n the experience of CITE Menter for Innova-,

tion in Teacher EdUcatibn), a change agency. This model consists of

two general stages in innovation: the creative' phase Cwhich continyes

throughout the change process and includes anything having to do with

the development of a model sited to a particular organization), and

the assimilative phase (which includes dissemination of igibrmation,

demonstration, training, and installation). A model developed .by

Cuba and Clark (1967) lists research, invention, design, dissemina,,

tion, demonstration, trial, installation, and institutionalization as

the 'es of the adoption-Aiffusion process. Brickell (1961) limits

his model to design, evaluation and development. Lee (1964) includes

goal setting, problem definition, research, prOgram development, field
N.

testing,dis emination, And implementation in his model.

All of t ese mgdels have -certain characteristics in common. In

the initial s ages of the adolition-diffusion process there is an

awareness of a need or verbalization of a problem. Seaondly, there

must be an active interest in change, and information must be sought.

Some evaluation of the problem mustthin,be madT'and possible solutions

considered. A producet must be designed mhich suits theaneeds of the

institution as they have been established. There must be some ki-id

of trial or testing period which may include demonstration and -train-,

ing. Richburg (1970) determined that educational innovations that had

been successfully adopted had been tried on a small sc le first. Fi
1.

nally, there must be a decision to adopt which is fol owed by the in-

19
N'
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stitutionalization ands diffusion of the innovation throughout the

entire system. This final stage is the "process through which the

innovation gains acceptance and implementation (Hughes & Achilles,

1971, p. 842)." Throughout the entire adoption - diffusion sequencing

constant modifications and adjustments must be Made (Sqith, 1970),
)

If a c ge agent

may continue

which may involve re::tasting and re=tva
. -

is invo.ved in the change proces4, then consultations

throughout the 'di'f'fusion stage (Voegel, 1971) .

4
The Role of Communication

In the Adoption-Diffusion Process

Two generalizations cap be made with respect to the role of

Oommunication in-the adoption-diffusion process. First, it has been

found that particular kinds of

specific communication sources.

information are disseminated through

Second, the timing of communications

dB ate, important factor in the change process (Beal, et al., 1957;

Rogers N, Beal, 1958; Smith, 1970; Wilkening, 19561.
4

Wilkening'(1956) identifies the following three types of infor-

mation within the adoption-diffusion process: "1) hearing about the

change; *2) information of help in deciding whether,to try out the

change; and 3) instructions in how to put the change into effect .

(p. 362)." He also identifies .some of the same sources of informa-

tion which are included in Roger d and Beal's (1958) classificationk.
ArY



They identify two general sources of communication: 1) prsonal

communications (face to face); and 2) impersonalNcommunicatioms.

Personal communications of three types are described: 1) agncy

communications (from government agenciet,,bureaUs, etc.) 2) infor-

mal communications (from friends, family,acquaintances); and

3) commercia1 communications (from dealers, salesmen, etc.). Im-

personal comMunicaiions include such sources as magazines, news-

papers, journals, TV, and radios

Two extensive studies of agricultural innovations indicate ,that

different sources of information are used at different stages of the

change process (Beal, et al., 1957; Wilkening, 1956) Findingi

also indicate that organizations of varying adOtion rates use infor-

mation sources in differing ways (Beal, et al., 1957). The earliest

adopters use impersonal sources of :information more than do later

adopters, except.in the awareness stage. Late adopters are more

dependent on personal friends and acquaintances throughout (Rogers

& Beal, 1958).

Impersonal sources'of information may be used during the awareness

stage (Rogers &,Beal, 1958; Wilkening, 1956) ,'but often in conjunc-

tion with personal sources (friends, relatives, etc;) who are aware

of the particular situation. .Professionally-trainedesources, such

as the county agent or an agricultural instructor may be contacted

as well (Wilkening, 1956). Personal sources are used' throughout the

21
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1

information, applieation, anti trial stages (Rogers Nc.Boal, 19c)8).

In t'e stud' conducted by Beall Rogers and Bohlen, most farmers

indicated that no additional information was sought at the.adoption:
1

decision stage of the change'process.. This decision seems to be

made largely on the basis of satisfaction with the trial. Studies

indicate that institutions which successfully adopt an innovation-tn

educational settings usually have highly involved and active leaders

within the organization (Carlson, 1964; Crandall, 1972; Feitler X

liplmberg, 1972; Hilfiker, 1970). Wilkening points out the nect!ssity
1.

..--

or action on the parts of such key leaders especially during the
.

. .

final stages of institutionalization and diffusion.
.

. .

.

.

The Role of Change Agents

In the Adoption-Difeusion Process

Research-based change agents are proving to be a valuable link

between information centers and the classroom (Cooke & Zaltman, 1972;

Kerins et al., 1971; Richburg, 1970; Voegel% 1971). Riehburg (1970

found that the Asence of a change agent was the most crucial factor

in the successful adoption of an innovation in an' educational setting.
4

Demonstration and planned dissemination speed up the diffusion process

(Hughes & Achilles, 1971). One study even states that outside assis-

3(
tanee seems to be the key factor in dete mdning adoption of innova-

tions by adminiAtrators (Kerins et al., 1971).
+Mr
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Several studies stress the importance of a cooperative rela-
. , .

. , -tionship between. the agent and members' of the client system (Hall,

1971; Harrison, 1970; Smith? 1970). chesler and Arnstein (1970),

-however, emphasize that the coy sUltant must tae prepared tq,disagree

with school administrators when necessary if he is to function as an

aid to groups within the organization which seek positive educational
r

change:1-Certa l n) y, one of the characteristics of an effective

change-aient is his primary

(Butts, et al., 1970).

commitment to Ncomplish4,..pg a change'

Smith (1970)' describes in detail the work of a change agency
,

(MO. ThiS agency acts to "encourage the deVelopment, trial, evalua-

tipn, and, dissemination of a broad -range of innovative programs', mate.

vials and practices in teacher education (p. 1)." The group assists

in such activities as administration, group proqesses, evpluation,

dissemination, institutionalization- (whiCh includes workshops and

d'emonstrations), and training. They.do not perform th.eseofunetions

outright, but rather, fact as consultants throughout the change process.

Smith emphasizes that by acting as consultants, the agency is able to
10

maintain better relations with the. client institution. Some of the

more specific functions of the agency are as follows:

1, calling attention'to critical problems in teacher education;
2. reacting to ideas and encouraging their:re4nement;
3. encouraging people who represent a variety of desciplines;
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I

institutions and points of view. ..to vommunicato with each
other and to work together on projects of mutual interest;

. building and maintz)ining a climate which is oondneiv1,,to
thy deveIopmrnt of indAviduals and ideas;

5, developing ideas into concrete proposals;
6, obtaining internal and external funds, equipment, space,

and other resources to conduct projects;
7. providing opportunities for specialized training in

strategies And tactics of design, evaluation, divemination,
and other aspects of research and,Oevelsopment;

8. providing assistance in the evaluation of project goals;
4, dissempating ideas, practice, project .results, information,

and other items of interest through a variety of channels;
10. promoting the .trarNfer of promising ideas, practices, pro-

grams, and techA4ques to 'settings other than those in whioh
they were develtped;s

11. lobtaining visibility and other rewards for person :1,14h° are
trying out now ideas;

12 preparing reports, budgets, personnel forms, and other routino
administrative services (p. 10-11).

The' Problem of Classifying

Institutions by Their Change Potential
wer'

Rates of adoption have been used by invpstigafors as the basis

for categorizing institutions. Studies ,indicate that.adoption rates

can he graphically 411ustrated by an S-shaped-curve (Alba, 1969;

Beal et al., 1957; Carlson; 1964; Mort, 1964; Rogers & ShoeM4ker,

1971),

The S-shaped adopter distribution rises slowly at first
when there'are few adopters in a time period. Then it
,accelerates to a maximum when half of the individuals in
tht . system have adopted. It then increases at a gradually
slower rate as the few remaining individuals finally adopt.
(Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971, p. 178).
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. - .The S-shaped cury is expliined iii part by 16arning curves
fl. ,

(Boal*ot al... 1957; Rogers &Shoemaker, 1971) and in part by -.
.

-tIle "diffusion effeet" (Rogdrs & Shoemaker., 1971). The dii:fusion

cfreet is aefined as

f

...the cumulatively increasing degree or,i- influence uponn individ00. to-adopt or reject an innovation resultingfrom the Inipreasing rate of knowledge and adVion or re-
jecti n of the innovatfon in the social system (p.:1(31).

I.

On-Ilte.b44sis of -the S-shaped and the related b611-shape1 OUPWS

of adoption-diTfusion, Rogers and thoemakcr (1971) elassify instiotu-*

tions by the following categories: innovative, early adopters, early
S.

maidrity late -Major and laggards. In another study, Smith (1970)

developed a grid identifyint four types of institutions on the buss or

two institutional variables. One variableis the degree of change
\ 4 .sought and the other is the level of ihvolvement of metbersPAhe

...

organization .' 'When both.'the level of change sought and dogrov

involvement ure high, then tha.institution is described as Ideal for

innovation. When they are both Low; the institution is likely to

ubc unsuccessful in -adopting an innovation. When the institution has

high involvement and low change or high change and low involverrItent,

then,ehanevA are moderato that the innovation will be successful.

The instrument which is devOloped in this paper includes detaild

descriptions similar to those offered by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971).
41.7

It uses these many descriptions as institutional variables in order

:104t
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to predict the
r
succesS of an innovation

Smith's (1970) model., The instrument's

in much 'the same way as

value would lie primarily

in its capahil ity of yielding a brief summarrprofile -enabling
9

the change agent to make a decision concerning the institution's

likelihood of successfully:adopting an innovation. The change

ngent would be concerned With identifying two extreme cases the
*

a

ideal institution in Which successful adoption in a reasonable

amount of time can'*be expected; and, the clearly unacceptable insti-

tution which would require an unreasonifilp investment of time and
41

.resources. A third interest. would be the IdentificatiOn of marzinally

acceptable institutions which would be strong in some areas.but weak-

to the point of endangering 'the adoption-diffusion process, in other-
.

lreas. The category of rmaglaiLLyammtibl2 is the most difficult

to conceptualize. This category includes institutions that would be
9

rated highly an some institutional variables and low on others. Rogers'

and Shoemaker's middle ranges (early adopters, early majority, and late

majority) are included in this category. The marginally acceptable

range, then, will include institutions of varying adoption rates which

are not clearly ideal or unacceptable. In addition, this marginal

category includes Smith's two middle categories, since they overlap

when discussed in terms other than the degree of change sought and

level of involvement.

26'
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There is no intent here to dismiss tbe importance of the

distinctions which can be made within,this mid-range. Indeed,

the next logical, step in the development of prodirtive Instruments

of institutional change potential would,be a direct focus on the

clear delineation of different marginal eases.

The Role of Institutional Variables

in the Adoption-Diffusion Process

Although the literaturecontains descriptive models of insti

tutions based on rates of adoption, systematic categorizations of

organizational variables which would effect the adoption-diffusioh

process, have not been found. Because of the need to -,nsolidate

a vast array of organizational variables, from many stud., s, the

following categpries will be used: 1) organizatioAal structure:

2) personality and leadership styles of organization meMbers;

3) communications; 4) level of usage; '-amd 5) characteristics

of students within the institutions. Since the literature has in-

dicated that there are many siMilaritiesibetween agricultural vari-

ables and educational variables which affect the adoption-diffusion

process, some of the findings included in this section are derived

from agricultural settings.
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Ilya' Institutions for Successful Adoption of Innovat lofts

.DrAanizational structure.\ One measure' of an institution

suggested by McGrath (in Bolmari 1970) is the degreolor "democratic

governance." "Democratic gove'nance has to do with the extent to

which individuals in the campus community who are directly afc.ccted

by a decision have the pportunity to participate in.making the

decision (p. 595)."

Hilfiker (1970), in a sfdy conducted to 'determine-what inde-

pendent variables were related o successful innovation in school

systems, collected empirical suppo t to illustrate the :importance of

demooratic governance. The followin variables were found to be
a'

statistically significant at the .05 pro ability level: social

support/provided by administrative personnel\ as perceived by pro-

fessional personnel; satisfaction with the quality of problem

solying and the amount of time spent 'on it during staff meetings;
/ N

the degree of powerlessness felt during faculty and administrative
.

,Pt/council meetings; and the degree of openness and trust felt within
.

.
-..-:

the organization. "Oper...less" is a key word repeatedly used to describe'

the ideal institutional climate (Hearn, 1970; Hilfiker, 1970; Smith

1970). However, Maguire (1970) point sout that Conflicts might be

expected when structural change is Introduced inaich an "open,"

democratic institution.

institutIgnal mechanisms must be present which encodrage and

facilitate change.: 1) time and resources must be made available;,
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) . freedom to= try novations without fear of penalty for failure

must be gdaranteed by the organization; 8) there should be re'rArds

fork the successful'adoption,of innovations; and 4) control of sub- -

stantial floanciaI reuurces may be necessary to absorb the-ttgrt

of possible failures (Smith, 1970) . It has .been found that the

most successful innovation adopting institutions have higher expendi-
.

.ttires per pupil, more local commitment of funds, and higher family

incomes (Bigelciy, 1947; Hearn, 1970; Rog,4s, 1958),.

In general, the sticcessfUlly adopting insutiop is larger inl

size {Hearn, 1970; Rogers, 1962) and has more active participation

from all members of the organization (Hearn, 1970).

'Personality and of or anization members. The
11#

literature indicates tliat administrative support is needed$to create

an institutional climate receptive to and actively encouraging inno-

vation (Brightman, 1971; Crandall, 1972; Feitler & Blumberg, 1972;

Smith/ 1970),. In general, innovative administrators are described as

more cosmopOlitan than non-innovators (Rogers &Shoemaker, 1971;

Ryan & Gross, 1943;
v
Wolf & Fiorino 1972). They are likely to have

been born, in rural environments, to have moved more often and have

attended more out-of-state meetings,(Hearn, 1970) than non-innovators.

'It has been determined that those administrators who are better edu-
,

cated (Carlson, 1964; Hearn, 1970) , haves more experience as Udministra-

tors (Hearn, 1970) and have the highest-level of interaction and in-

volvement (Carlson, 196/) are the most innovative. Innovative insti-
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tutions alsO have .more opinion leadership than non-innovative

institutions (Rogers 6g Sloemaker, 1971), and while -age isn't

necessarily an important variable, younger administrators are

often more innovative (Hearn, 1970).

Innovators have a willingness (Peltier & Blumberg, 1972) and

even an eagerness to try new ideas. They often exist as a clique

of friends who communicate closely even when geographically distant'

(Rogeiis &-Shoemaker,.1971).

Communications. Information on the nature of .communications

between change agents and client institutions is limited, but

23

there are indications that communications occur more frequently. with
a

earlier adopters than later adopters (Rogers SiShoematcer,1971). In-

Istitutions which have better internal communication systems also have

a greater diffusion effect and therefore.alister diffusion rate

(Rogers & ShOeMaker, 1971)7

Levels of usage. The greate the .number .of innovations tried in

the past, the greater the,Chances of adoptionTof'the new product

(Hearn, 1970). Based on the S-shaped curve of rates of diffusion,

'Ideal institutions adopt innovations at a very high level early in

the adoption-diffusion palocess.

1
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Characteristics ,of students. -Students of 'innovative institu-

tions are primarily from higher income families Oigelow,.1947;
. .

Hearn, 1970; Ross, 1958). They are able to make contributions
)

the organizational whole and their ideas and suggestions are

heard (Hearn, 1970). They perceive their institution as An "ideal"

.earning situation (Crandall, 1972).

24

Mai; inall Accep tabl Institution Successful Ado tiOn of DITIOVatiOne

Since the largest number off' institutions will fail under this

category and because many of these institutions will have varying

rates of adoption-diffusion, it is not likely thAt any ,one institu-

tion will have all.of the following characteristics in the same degree.

The more the statements characterize the institutional variables of -a

given setting, the greater the chances for a speedier adoption; and,-

conversely, the less the statements characterize institutional variables,

the less ,likely will be the Chances ,for a successful and- speedy adoption%

Organizational structure. There is, unfortunately, much more
4r.

information on persohalvharocteriitics of adopters.than on organizit-

tonal variables'CHilfiker, 1970; Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Willowei,
1 <

1970) . The marginally acceptable institution Is des6ribed as having

a "well-integrated" system. The more innovative the' institution, the

'more modern will be its institutional norms; the less innovative,

the more traditional the norms. Liter adopters in this category are

29
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a

likely to Adopt only because of economic necessity or increasing,..

bocial pressure (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971).

more innovative the initituti697, the more opinion leaders there will "

Personalitl and leadership styles of organization members:, The

'be. The leaders will be better educated,. have higher sorial status,

greater upward social mobility, will be members of larger organizations,

and will be more favo rable towards change, education and science, They
4

wiII be less fatalistic, have ,higher levels of achievement motivation,

higher aspirations, will be more cosmopolitan, and will have greater

expopure to mass medi'a and, interpersonal communication channels

'(Rogers & Shoentiller, 1971).
" A

Communications'. 'The more innovative the institution, the more

contacts there will be between the institution and the change rgent
1 PS

Rogers '& Shoemaker; 1971).

Level of usage. Based on the S-shaped curve of pates of diffu-

sion, some of' the marginal institutions will adopt fairly early (13:5%),

most will, adopt after the initial adoption by others (34%), andq.Iarge

riumber wili,adopt'aftei, the majority (34g) (Rogers & Shoemaker, .14)71):

The level'of eiage of innovations thus increases,bY large percentages

among the institutions within this category.

Characiaristics of students. No information relating directly tn

student populations of these institutions was found. however, after

examining descriptions of ,more Innovative institutions and less inno-
,

ci

N..
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-votive institutions, it can be reasonably expeeted that the

students would come from the range of middle to lower-upper

income families, and may or may not have some voice in decision-

making.

Unacceptable /nstituyions for Successful. Adoption of Innovations.-

Organizwtlimaanacturt. Derr 11970) outlines in detail an

. organizational situation in which innovation efforts failed. De-

partmental organization is described as "uncoordinated" with very

little sharing of information. The change group had to agree to

conridential*ity from the beginning, which'-greatly hindered the

team's abilitt to share information. ?hared decision-making was

non-existent and there were many dysfunctional, power struggles

witlikn the organization. Directives from high administrators Were

consistently ignored. Pronounced status and pay differentiation

exis *ed between department heads. Power, within the organization was

depende=nt, on patronage, informal'contacts,and social contacts.

In some instances kinship ties were a factor. Partly as a-result

of such adminitrative practices and policies, there, was a pervasive

sense oi-alipntation and defeat. Members of the organization hardly

knew one another and many.met for tlie first time during the project.

Workshaps. This situation is exemplary of Maguire's (1970) comments

on administrative patterns whiCh remain constant while educational

processeshare changing.

31
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-Personalit and Ioadershi 'St les i or anization members.

Among the laggards there are virtually no opinion leaders (Rogers

& Shoemaker, 4071): Administrators are stlipici-ous o' collaboration

(Derr, 1970) and of innovations, innovators and change agents

as well '(Rogers &oShoeMaker, 1971). In general, they. are described

as localized in their outlooks, .nearly isolated, and focused on the

past (Rogers & Shomakerz 197i). Elehholz and Rogers (1964) describe

,them as being ignorant.of innovations or having no interest in change.

They are kupportors of the status quo and sodletal mores. Often,

they had previously purtiripated in an'unsuccessfullknnovation. They

are described as Very dependent,on peer opinions and tending to

adopt only when peer pressure favors adoption-and the status quo

permits it.
4

Communicatiims. InptAe study which Derr (1970)'cites, there

was a two month period of deliberation before the first exploi'atory

meetings took place. Communication and collaboration between the

change group and fho administrators remained 'very poor throughout.

Attempts at. c'ollaborat'ion were often turned down because the admin

istr4tion considered it too time consuming and unneclessary. Requests*

for distribution of.ini'ormation and teports were neglected. "Admin-

istrators miscommunicated-information from the change gi-oup to the

staff. fh general. informs tion eZhanged between the two groups was
-

4
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of poor quality. The real needs and'intentions of the two groups

(the institution and the.ehange group) were not: ell communicated

or accepted by the other, "Lack of open disclosure about the

needs of the two groups resulted, in a client-consultant power -

struggle where each side spent a good deal of time trying to second

guess the motives and next moves of the other.side fp. 412)." ThO

institution was not really interested in innovation, but rather,

wanted the report from the change group in order to! bargain fp more

funding and staffing. Perhaps this, hazard is not uncommon to c ge

agents.--In a study by Yates (1971) it was- determined that there

were no significant differences in the perception of new state plans

Tor special education between those Who had adopted the innovation

and those who had not. The only apparent differences between the too

I

were incrAsed funding and staffing for the "Innovative" school systems.

Beyond the increased funding and staffing, there was no inteMt

in innovation.jkIn an unacceptable institaion, the real needs and

intentions of an institution are often not communicated to the

change agent.

Level of usage. If there has been previous usage of innovations,,

tilly have most likely been unsuccessful attempts (EicHholz & Rogers,

1964). If these institutions adopt at all, it will be very late

compared to other institutions. Even more likely, however, is that

this group will not adopt at all or willlidopt only Some aspects of a

33-
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program under peer pressure.

Characteristics of stmdants. Since there is no free eommuniva.

tion within the organization or shared dnOsion-making (Derr, 1070),

it can be reasonably,expected that the students' ideas will not be

considered. There will be a- sense of powerlessness among most

members of the oiganization (Derr, 1970).

The Prqblem or Choosing Change Strtegies

for Differing Types of Ins,itutions
V

After comparing institutional variables in differing sottings,

it 'becomes clear that "there is no 'best strategy (Stuart-KotzO, 1972,

p. 59)." The best strategy depends on the variables of the particu-
.

lar institution Marrison, 1970; Rogers & Shomaker, 1971; Stuart-
.

i(otzt, 1972). 4

Stuart-Kotz6 (1972) devel9ps a model which focuses primarily can

organizational structure and is useful for understanding how organi-

zational structures help determine the strategy a-change agent might

employ in introducing innovations to varying institutions. He develops

a-grid based on two variables: technical competence and Interperson,a1

competence. If an institution high in both competencies, then

"planned change" which requires long-range planning, scheduling, and

organization, may take ,lace successfully. If an institution is low -
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in each val?iable, a "natural change" would be most successful, since

there is little interpersonal skill or ability to plan and Manage an

organiztaticnal change "Directed change" is most effective when tech-

nical competence in administering is high, but interpersonal relations

skills are low and little trust exists between members. Rewards and

pusishments are suggested in this type of change prcess along with

rapid implementation of the innovation. When there is a high degrees

of trust 'and interpersonal skills bzt low technical administrative

abilitie, then "cooperative change" would be most. .sUccessful. This

change wouldn't necessarily -include rapid feedback, or long term

planning, but would emphasize counseling and training. According to

Stuart-Xotz4/s model, "planned change" would be mpst effective and

ideal because it uses all organizational resources to the fullest

extent.

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) suggest that if the change agent is
4

,1*.amilar with such organizational variables as 1) the perceived

attributes of the innovation; 2) the nature 'and norms of the social

system; 3) the points at which the change agents can be most.effec-

tive in the intervention sequencing; and 4) what his role in the

change process is in relation to the institution, then the ,agent

might be able to function more effectively in his role. For example;

a change agent would introduce an innovation by demonstrating the

scientific soundness of its instrumentation during the trial and

Jt
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demonstration period of it is known that: 1) highly innovative

'4
individuals appreciate scientific endeavors; 2) there are highly

innovative-individuals within the organization; and 3) the innova-

tive individuals in the organization will be most interested in

information the change agent will, be able vo provide during the

trial and demonstration period., 'However, if he is addressing n

non-innovative audience, he will probably want -Co emphasize how many

other groups have adopted the innovation, singe' it is known that

non-innovators nre most influenced by peer presSure. The change

agent' wil.1 also be careful not to upset the prevailing system of

norms since the non-innovative, organization is especially norm

conscious,

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) also state that-the 'perceptions

of propertiep of an innovation may vary depend1.4 on the stage of

adoption or diffusion. Propertiessthe change agent slAuld emphasize

about an innovation are: its relative advantage to the institution;

its compatibility; its lack of complexity; the ease with which it
.

..

can be demonstrated; and its Observability. According to R era and

1Shoemaker:

1 At the knowledge stage, the innovation's caltiplexity and
compatibility should be most important.

2 At the persuasion stage, the innovation's relative advantage
and observability should be most important.

3 At the decision stage, the innovation'' trialability should
be most important (p. 160).
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The manner in which the change 'gent demonstrateS these attributes

of the innovation to his client system, is positively related to

the rate of adoption (Rogers & Shoemaker,.1971).

A third approach to the problem Is discussed in depth by

arrison (1q70). Pe considers the intervention level of the

change agent In terms of the persons Involved in the change process.

His approach differs from R.(ers1 and Shocmake in that he ars

concerned with "depths of ,Interventions." fl le suggests that the

change agent should initially intervene at a level where he will be

supported by the group norms, peer structure and by the expressed

needs of the organization. This level of intervention may Include

concerns with'informatiorl exchange, delegation of authority, and

other instrumental problems. Then, over a period of time, as the
IP

agent gains the trust n T the organization members,, he may be able to

foCus the organization meMbers upon the more subtle and complex

interactions and intra-actions at work within the organization%

Harrison contends that "the depth of -individual emotional involve-
,

ments in the change process can be a central concept for differenti

acing change .strategies (p. 183) .'"

.
Other studies emphasize the importance of collecting-and Using

feedback (Roling, 1970 and 1971), and environmental considerations

perr, iv). Derr suggests that power holders be convinced of the

need'for organizational change in terms of their -own self interests.

.37
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The Development Of
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A

The TSC (Trouble Shooting Checklist): A Predictive Instrument

If it becomes possible to consistently diagnose and evaluate
the "state" of a school system's organizational climate, 'it
might be feasible to modify the adaptability of professional
personnel and to change or create organizational structures
and processes which tend to enhance the possibilities of
successful institutionalization of-innovations. .An instru-
ment designed to provide data appropriate, to such change
processes; with the ultimate objective of modifying the
system, might also aid in identifying conditions contributing'
to excessive change or unstable conditions (Rilfiker, 1970,
p. 27).

Rogers and Shoemaker '(1971) also point out the value of being

able to estimate change potentials within an organization before

deciding on a change strategy. "There is much practical 'usefulness

for change agents...if they can identify potential innovators and

laggards in their 'client audience and utilize different 'change strat-

egies (p. 175)."

ListInguishing innovators from non-innovators and the*many shades

between, has been demonstrated to depend upon many ,institutional

ables including communication sources, environmental conditions,-

organizationl structures, and characteristics of persons involved in

the change proOess. Each of these in turn determines the activity of

the change agent and the strategy the change agent uses in introducing

an innovation. The'qual3ty and characteristics of the i4novatipl

,itself seem to be of crucial importance as well (Rogers & Shoemaker,

39
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The TSC (Trou'le ShootingsChecklist) is designed as a predic-s

tive instrument to aid the chafte agent in defining these variables

within any given oyganfzaticin. It provides the change Agent with

.4 means of systematically organizing
descriptive information in a

predietive,way. An institutional profile emerges which can be used

by the change agent in determining the best
sttat4

egy to employ.

F01104;)ing the TSC are action-intervention sequences and guidelines

for he change agent which correspond with the profiles. These

descriptions are based on empirical data collected from Jehange agents

and this literature review. ==.

The TSC is related to the Concerns Based Adoption Model (Mall,
a

Wallace, & Doisett, 1973) as an empirically based instrument which

lk.?scribes the effects of stages of human concern in interaction wsi,th levels

of use of an innovation within an educational institution. The CRAM

(Concerns Based Adoption Model) draws upon Fullrr's (1969) paper on

concerns of-teachers-and describes many of the attitudes and dyna-
0

.mics of innovatign-adopting members of an institution. Typically,

teachers 'racing a new situation (or new innovation) will first

be worried about their abilities to cope with the situation (self opn-
,

lopms). After such voncorns are resolved they wj1 focus on how

to use the innovation in fhe classroom (task concerns). rinally,

they will ask themselves how the innovation can be used to help their

students and fellow faculty mer4rs (impact concerns). The CBAM

model also assumes that an institution will use an innovation

40
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differAently the second and third time it is tried. Under liormal

conditions, with reason ?ble access tp resources, arrinstitution's
.

.
... .- .

membersltwill gradually change them` concerns from self concerns ..
1 al

w

to impact concer=ns` and conseque tly increase their level of usage:

The 3evel of usage of an inno ation will typical* beginAith ari

oriontatdon stage in which rrember.s of an institution go through an

initial adjustment. Intermediate stages are centered - around train-

ing and practice. Final stages focus on the integration of the inno-.
-0' /

vation into an entire institutional program At this point, a

renewal stage lb possible ineolr as institution irembers,'gre able,

to build ,effectively upon a 6uccessfully adopted innovation.

The has been built on the, premise that :institutions which

have differing degrees of success in the adoption of innovations will

differ both in their levels of concern and in levels of usage. As

result of these differences,'distinct institutional profiles should
ri

emerge for successful, average and unsuccessful
,adopting institutions.

The TSC is predictive in nature and focuses on the institution

as a whole. I]ven though the TSC may describe, in checklist form,

behavior of individuals or groups of individuals. within the insivti-

tution, the overall institutionAl profile is the true target. This

profile is predictive in that it gives a sign to the change agent to

go ahead, slow down, or avoid an ilistitution entirely.

41
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Specifically, theotSC conceptual framework_ i organized around

two general types of innovations which have been adopted by educa-

tional instifUtions. The first type is one in which a module has

has been adopted, served as a catalyst, ancFconsequently set a

chain of events 4n motion. The TSC (A) is based inn this type of

aappted innovation, The second type of institution has instead

started with a nsychological assessment battery with some form of

personal counseling orientation. The latter type of adoption

characteristically result; in a different chain of events from the

former. The TSC (B) is" based on this type of adopted innovation. -

Within these two_ courses of events, the TSC identifies for each

the ideal situation for successful adoption and installation of

R&D products, the marginally acceptable situation which contains-

greaterTrisk of success, and the clearly-unacceptable situation in.

which virtually no chance of successful adoption and installation

exists. The TSC presents a set of five information areas which are

repeated in the six different institutional contexts. These five'

information areas are listed below in the methods. section. These

--information areas are followed by suggested sequencing of action

interventions and guidelines for the change agent in each of the

six different institutional contexts.
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Methods a hniqu,Techniques
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The TSB was first developed as 'a survey form Cr5Q--TroubIe

Shooting Questionnaire), which was used to collect the information

upon which the TSC was based. The TSQ was a twenty-nine page ques-'

tionnaire which presented eight qilestion areas in six different

institutional contexts. The eight questions were open-ended,'allowed

for written response and had the following focal points: 1) organ'.

zational structure; 2) personality and leadership styles in adopting

institutions;. 3) sequence of events in the adoption process; 4) per-

sonality and leadership 'style of change agent; 5) nature and type

of ,communications used; 6) sequencing of action interventions;

7) level of usage of modules and other instruments; and 8) descrip-

tion of prospective teachers. The six different institutional conL

texts in which these questions were asked were: ideal situations,

marginally acceptable situations and clearly unac?eptable situations

for the.two separate cases of a) module-adopting/institutions and

b) institutions adopting a psychological assessment battery with a

counseling orientation.

A change agent at the University of, Texas Research and Develop-

ment Center was asked to respond to the TSQ in as much detail as

possible. Alis written responses were then shortened, checked for

repetitiveness and synthesized. Thse responses were then tY4111

into'the questionnaire and used o give subsequent change agents a set
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upon'which to base their responses. Since the questionnaire

required an average of five hours to complete and the questions

were open-ended,44t was necessary to supply some structure in the

form of another change agentls :responses. An additional at antage

to including a'change agent's responses on the.queMttonnaire was

that these responses in their rewritten and synthesized form

encouraged subsequent change agents to ,make their ,own responses

succinet as.possible.

Five other change agents were invited to The University of

Texas R&D Center and responded to the TSQ. -In addition to being

given the questionnaire with a change agent s responses, they also

received two charts: one for module-adopting institutions and one

for'institutions adopting a psychological assessment battery with

a counseling.orientation. Each of these charts plaited the focal

points of the eight questions on the left "hand margin agaThst ideal,

marginal, and clearly unacceptable situations'in the columns. The charts

enabled the change agents to get a quick;view of the overall conceptual

ization of the questionnaire The change agents'.respOnses wore then

rewritten and synthesized. All change agents reported that the questions

adequately probed the organizational Variables to which a change agent

responds when he approaches an institution and that the recorded responses

on the questionnaire aided them in reealling,information. The char

44
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did not feel that the' recorded responses presented" a limiting

v.
psychological set. The rewritten and synthesized responses of-all'

six change agents were then reviAed'and fit, into the format of a

checklist (TSC). ,Vive of the,TSQ questions were iewritten in the
t. .

! . ,

-form of statements of information areas. These five areas were:

1) organizational structure; 2) personality and ridership styles
.

in adopting inItitutIons; 3) nature and type of-communications used;

4) level of usage of Ilbdules and other instruments; and 5) desCrip-

1 tion of prospective teachers.

,

The checklist items, built from the' change agents' resppnses,

were listed .directly below these five informatin area Statements.

The items were also grouped for greater clarity. After this graap-
.

ing, items were generated from existing items on a logical basis

4

until the number of items under each separate category d' the five

information areas were eg'ual for the ideal, marginal and upacceptable

institutional cases. All items were then randomly assigned within

each of the categories included in the five information areas. Items
A

representative of ideal, marginal, and unaceeptable,institufional

situations were assigned score .values of 2, 1, and 0 respectively.

phis procedure was followed for the development of both the PSC-A,

and the TSC-B. However, because the information collected from the

six change agents for the TSC-B was less extensive than for the TSC-A,

it was necessary to take some items directly from the TSC-A for the-

PSC-n in order to equalize the items. The items that were selected

. 45
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in this manner did not contain references to either modules or

assessment batteries with a counseling orientation.

The remaining three questiOns on the TSQ were rewritten in

the form of suggested sequencings of action, interventions and

guidelines for the change agent. These. follow the checklists.

The six change. agents mentioned above were the data source upon

which the TSC was built. Although their anonymity has been guaran-
\

teed, their backgrounds can be briefly described. Change agent

number one: has worked in two teacher training institutions which

had adopted innovations similar to those described by the TSC. (One

institution was remote and rural and the second was a large, mid-

western university.) l_ e.&lentuerttthargot was asked by the

college administration of a small rural teacher training institution

to organize a new teacher training program, brought people with him

and attracted generous government funding. Change agent number three .

had several years of experience in 4 major state university which

had field tested innovations similar to those described by TSC, and

was brought in by the faculty and administration of a small state

teacher training institution to install a competency-based teacher

education program. Change agent number four: was a member of a re-
,-

.
. c

source agency team involved in dissemination of educational inno-
,

vations and has had experiences' in a variety of higher education insti-
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tutions. .garlatjlmaLlaartittlfiye: worked as an internal -change

agent along with change agent number two at the same setting and

has had more recent experience as an external change agent. Charge

agent number six: has had both national and international experience

as a change agent and has worked in training.instittitions, local

school districts, and institutions of higher learning.

a. 47
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1

TN! title of this Checklist is based on the suggestion of
William V. Dossett, one of the developers of the CilM (Concerns
Based Adoption Model), who pointed out that the Ooption-odiffusion
process could be studied by identifying problems or "troubles"
within an educational system much in the same-manner as an-
electrical engineer would "trouble shoot" a complex piece of
amparatus.

Footnotes

43

2

The author is especially indebted ,:to DonnaNuntaine for her
editorial and organizational asivistance and wishes to thank
Steve Dement, Susan MOden, Sylvia Nieto, Patricia T. Nolan,
and Patrick Rhspdes for their help in the preparation of this.
manual. The-author also wishes to thank Ruth. Haak and Donald
Witzke for their professional advire.
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Test and Storing Instructions

The TSC-A and TSC-11 are tuo'seperate instruments and are not

parallel fOorms': The TSC-A is designed for use with module adopting
1

institutions and the TSC*13 is for use with institutions which have

adopted a psychological assessment battery with a' counseling

orientation:

Answer sheets are provided at the end of each test, along

with a clear plastic scoring key. It is recommended that you

use the answers sheet to record your responses. The test may be

scored quickly by placing the plastic scoring sheet over the

answer sheet and matching the boxes. The numbers directly n the-

right or each item box indicate the score value of that item.

First, add together the item values of the boxes you have checked

in each column in order to obtain sixteen subscale values. Second,

in order to obtain the five major scale values, add each respective

grouping of the subscale values As indicated on the answer sheet. .

Third. in order to obtain a total score, add the five major scale

values.

After you hilve obtained subscalc scores, major scale scores,

and a total score for the institution rated; refer to the score

range section of this manual. which roll ows the tests. This section

names the subscales and major scales and includes the score ranges

ror ideal, marginal:, and unaeceetTable designations.
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TSC -A

(for module adopting institutions)

SECTION I

Tip. following TSC categories and items focus on the inStitution's
*organizational structure and include characteristics of the faculty
and administration as they relate to organizational structure.

CHECK ONLY THE 8 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

...M01

Cate o A: Or anizati.on tructure

1. The internal change agent.working at this in-
stitution appears to be incompetent, and` is position
lacks authority and responsibility.

2. There is little state-level support or leadership.

3. of potential adopters seems to have
'lame communication problems with the larger

/faculty group.

4. There is a small group of aclopters which has
credibility with 'a larger faculty ,group that
gives feedback.

5. The Potential adopters that do exist have serious
communization problems with the faculty at large.

6. Thi internal Change agent working at this in-
stitutions although quite capable, is not in a
position of authority.

It is not yet clear how large
adopters will be.

group of

8. The internal political struct re is such that
the tenured faculty exertiwpr ssure against
innovation.

aa
a.
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9. There is an "intellectual" authority figure in
addition to "line-staff" authority

19. The /organization has a stable, structure with
faitly well-defined roles and established
(functional) ctannels of communication.

11. There is no 'intellectual" authority figure--
only "line-staff" authority.

i.

12. The source of power lies outside of the institution.

13. The internal change agent working,at this insti-
tution is in a position of authority and responsi-
bility.

14. There is a small group of highly involved adopters
whciwork in close proximity.

15. "There" is a small group of adopters appearing to
move faster and more effectively than would n
lar group of adopters.

16. There is a small group of adopters who clearly
demonstrate an ability to effectively communicate
with a 1rger faculty group in order to gain
their .support.

17. There are a number of potential adopters, but none
who are yet .fully committed.

18. Potential adopters are scattered ,cross campus
and do not have daily contact.

19. There is a closed organizational structure.
011 activities It into a predetermined strycture.)'

20. There is a strict, hierarchical organization.-

21. The group of adopters has not yet established
credibility with a larger faculty group but clearly
shows potential to do so.

22. The organization structure inclildes the following
'hierarchy of positions: president; provost; dean;
and department chairman.

I
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23. There are no committed adopters or potential
adopters, identifiable.

...

24. Those individuals who have expressed interest
in the innovation have low credibility with. the
rest of the facul y and appear to be locked into
their positions.

CATEGORY' I-A SCALE) SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE, 8 THAT MOST APPLY.

ate o Social-Professional Climate of
Organization

The institution may be committed to another
innovation 4ready developed or has no need
for the change agent ' a innovation._

There is a group 2eader' in' the organization
- who is cognizant of group dynamic techniques
and can work effectively with tice group.

The institution as a whole has resRect for its
education department, but there is little inter-
action between the education department and the
rest of the university.

4. The institut has ample resources upon which
to draw .for the adoption of innovations.

5. The institution is liberal arts oriented with a
bias against education.

6. This institution emphasizes(ziblication,
dependent investigation, and training of doctoral
students.

e.

7. Although the faculty have enough professional
security to risk failure, their personalities
are such that thoy would not take great risks.

8.. Individual members within to organization are
able to reinforce one another.

SS
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The institution as a whole has respect fox, its
education department Ti draws regularly on its
resources.

10. There is much emphasis placed; on an overly
literal interpretation of "democracy, which may
result in paralysis of the innovation process.

11. There is an organizational inertia at this
institution.

12. ::here is much concern with the status quo and
liitle.reward for innovation.

13. Although individual members of the department are
on good terms, they are not life position to
reinforce each other.

14. The institution ,definitely rewards innovatl..on.

15. There is much interest in the techniques 1
volved in the use of the innovation, but 4 *mited
'concern with its impact on the students.

16. Although the institution is not isolated, it
still is not yet fully integrated into the community.

There is an emphasis on the development of students
and a concern about the impact of an innovation
on' the education of students.

18. The institution'is small'and isolated.

19. The institution ia.an integral part of the
community.

4

-

20. There. is, an Atmosphere of professional security,
and the adopters feel that they are able to risk
failure.

21. .There are very conservative constituents and
consumers at this institution.

22. The resources which 'can be .used for the adoption
of innovatidqs are limited.

23. Although innovation is sometimes encouraged, no
clear cut :rewards for innovating are apparent.
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.,. 24. The institution may he prPsti.gii i)

CATEGORY I-B SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT,MOST APPLY.

ii./101.

lallwroimamo

SS

Cate or : Characterist cs of the Pacult

1. There is little focus on interpersonal dynamics
among the faculty, either personally or pxOfessionally

'2. The faculty are older than average and discourage
younger faculty from remaining.

3. 'The faculty are overly concerned with course
content.

4. There are one or two faculty who have some interest
in innovation °but who are low leVel authOrity
persons.

U

5. The faculty are rewarded for their focus on
innovation.

67 The faculty are-highly interested in most aspects
of the innovation.

7. e faculty ar.. evenly distributed with rispectto e

8. The faculty are generally uninformed about
innovations.

9,. The faculty have high.concerna about their awn'
personal needs and domains.

10. °The faculty receive little reward for innovation.

11. The faculty are presently more task-oriented than
student-oriented and have not yet formaTited
questions about the effects of the innovation
on their students.

12. The faculty are flexible.
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13. The faculty are very much concerned about their
professipnal relationships and the way in 'which these
relationships effect the functioning of their programs.

14. The faculty ere completely informed-iboutinnovations
related to their areas. 4

15. The faculty are indifferent and'unconcerned.

Ng.

.16, The faculty members are concerned not only with
di,signing and carrying out effective programs',
but are also concerned Witlothe impart of these
programs on students.,

17. There arc one or two older raculty members who
interested in innovation.

18. The faculty members focus on professional goals
rather than their needs for survival. . °'

19. The faculty are ,more concerned with personal re-
lationships than professional relationships to the
point of being indifferent to the interpersonal dynamics
within their organization.

20. The faculty are generally inforred about educational
innovations, although there are some embarrassing
gaps in their knowledge.

are

21. The faculty are mostly master's level.

CATEGORY I-C SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

+.10Fealafaa/

Category D: Characteristics of the Administration
4a*

1. The department chairman may be responding to pressures
for implementing the innovation.

2. The administration is detached.

3. The leadership in key positions has clearly
demonstrated an interest in constant, constructive
change.

4. The dean may be responding to pressures for imple-
menting the innovation.

a
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5. The. )eadership in key positions desires to maintain
the status quo.

The administration not only shows indifferenve to
the facnity but at times expresses intense hostility.

1 The departAnt chairman, Dr dean, is cognizant' of
curriculum development procedures.-

8. The department chairman has support from admin-
istrators above him In the organizational hierarchy;
the dean may be supportive.

, 9. The dean may have no interest in faculty work, but
he supports the chairmsn.

10. Although the dean has been presumed to have adopted
the innovation, he had refused to help in any way.

11. The departmen chairman' (or direct supervisor) may
have a passing interest in the innovation, but the
administration,does not support it

12: The dean is'supportive'and has an interest in the
faculty adopting the Innovation.

13. The administration clearly demonstrates an interest
in the faculty.

14 The administration is flexible.

15. The administration demonstrates little or no
interest in.the faculty.

16. The dean has no interest in the faculty and.does not
support the chairman.

17. The administration has not yet committed itself, but
the department chairman has an interest in innovation.

18. The administration is rigid with some few permissive
administrators.

19. The department chairman is strongly supportive -
through public statements, promotion rewards, and
provision of resources.

20. The administration is rigid.

21. The department chairman, although pressured to
implement the innovation, refuses to cooperate in
any way.

CATEGORY I-D SCALE SCORE
,..

640:407.



TSC-A

(for module adopting institutions)
4

SECTION II

58

The following 'TSC categories and items describe personalities,
leadership styles, and concerns of faculty) department chairman,,
and dean.

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

category A: Personality and Leadership Styles of th,

.111

2.

3.

ta

4.

5.

6.

7.

r 8.

9.

I

racultY .

The faculty are not discouraged from innovation
adoption but are given little or no encouragement
or financial support for purchase of materials.

The faculty cooperate with each other) but a
genuine concern for each other may be lacking.

Some faculty may already be committed to an
existing innovative program.

The faculty are interested in teaching tools as
opposed to ideas. They are mechanistic as
as opposed to conceptual.

There are two factions in the department. One
faction has a.subject discipline orientation,
and the other is arguing strongly for department-
wide program development which would involve in-
novation adoption.

The faculty are not only encouraged in their
efforts at innovation adoption but are given fin-
ancial support for related educational expenses.

There is a willingness to question the status quo
and initiate change if desirable.

The faculty have concern for one another.

The faculty arc not only encouraged in their
efforts at innovation adoption but are given
financial support for purchase of materials.
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10. Faculty members are either insecure or overly
protective of an image. The high risk factor
is viewed as a personal risk.

31. Faculty members arc static individuals, pre-
occupied with self-centered concerns.

12. The faculty are not discouraged from innovation
adoption but.are given little or ho encouragement
or financial support for travel.

13. The faculty have many.outsidesinterests. Teaching
may be only a secondary family_income.

14. The faculiy are nod discouraged from innovation
adoption but are given little or no encouragement
or financial support for retraining.

15. The faculty are not only'encouraged in their efforts
at innovation adoption but are given-financial
support for travel.

16, There is an emphasis on research which will aid in
the improvement of educational processes.

17. There is mutual trust, among members of the faculty.

18. The faculty have a subject discipline orientation.

19.. An atmosphere of mutual trust among the faculty has
not yet been establisheal'but there are subgroups
which appear to have established some ;degree of trust.

Vi

20. Aiblication, per se,, may not be emphasized, but
the faculty'are concerned with achievement As well
as program development, and they respond to a wide

"variety of success measures. These success measures
may.be in the form of Publications, programdevel-
opment, excellence in teaching, and national scholarly
exchange.

'21.. The .faculty are interested in innovation and in'
undergraduate programs but are fruWated by a -

'slow rate of change and lack of direction.

22. The faculty members fit a large university stereo-
type. They are cool, remote, and interested.only
in promising graduate students or research.

23. The faculty are interested in students and
teaching. ish

24. The faculty appear to be detached from all program
development activity.
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25. The faculty' are not discouraged from innovatiori
adoption but are given little or no encouragement
or financial support for educational experiences.

26. 'There appear to be some faculty members who are
static and self ;involved, but there is also a
group which seems dynamic and concerned with
program development:.

27. 'The faculty challenges ail innovations from a
nebulous, constantly shifting philosophical
base in orderto avoid change.

CATEGORY II-A SCALE 'SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 9 ITEMS THAT AT APPLY.

-.....1Epeart.taL.S]lLEMEn

1. The department chairman is primarily interested
in administrative tasks, but may have some small
curiosity about innovation.

.2. The department chairman as concerned with the
quality of curriculum development.

3. The department chairman may be the type of per
son who becomes involved in the curriculum itself,
rather than using it as a means to bring about
change.

4. The department otairman, although usually concerned
with a rigid-budget, issnow showing signs of re-
leasing som4 funds for innovation adoption.

5. The department chairman is concerned with current
developments relevant to this program.

6. The department.
ever possible.

7. The department
group dynamics
related.

chairman actively avoids people when-

A

chairman does not know much about
but has asked about topics which are

The department chairman is primarily interested in
administrative tasks, with whfch he has much dif-
ficulty, and lacks even curios4ty about innovations.
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9. The.department,chairman knows notAng
,
about

current deelopments'relevant to his department
and appears to be' .i4f in another world.

,
. ..

10. jt appears that the department chairman had
marked negative ftiitude,toward the innovation
and views it a a threat.

11. The department chairman is concerned with the
5lua1ity of instruction.

12, The department chairman has no t been supportive of
.change during the.trial-period ofthe-innovwtion.
(which Is still in2progress) but shoWs signs of
giving more support if there is a good chance of

4

success u
"

.
. .

13. The department chairman is concerned with peol,le.

1L. The department chairman views the curriculum
(which apparently was set in stone several decades
before) as the final word.

.
,-15. The department chairman has no special interestin

the innovation but is willing to back tigroup of
.

.

adopters if they can demonstrate the utility of the
innovation. . .

15. The department chairman is especially smpportive
Of change during the trial period of an innovation.
(This support must be expressed both in terms of
concern and interest as well as ii-i_material backing)

17. The aepartment chairman does not' appear to halie.a
/ completely secure position.

18. The department chal.rman seems uninformed about `

current developments'relevant to his program, but
he has expressed a.desire to learn more about
dnnoyations in the area

The department chairman enforces a,"hold-the-liue"
attitucle'or a "stay-within-the-budget" approach.

20. The'departMent chairman's position is not secure,
and there is a'small faction trying to replace him.

21. The department chairman views most change as a
personal affront.

22. The department chairman is concerned with group
dynamics.,
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23. The department chairman is concerned with the
survival and success of programs.

24. The department chairman characteristically uses the
curriculum as a means to implement changes, caber
than as an end in itself.

The department chairman may not view group dynalics
as a subversive plot, but he has stated in so many
words that he has never been involved in "pop" I

culture.

26. The department chairman is secure in his adminisitra-
.

.tive position.

27. The department chairman
pecially concerned with
his responsibilities.

CATEGORY 1I--13 SCALE SCORE

does not appear to be es-1

people but otherwise meets

CHECK ONLY THE 9 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

Category C: VersonalitysandLeade01125tyleafthftatan
.1

1. The dean is completely unaware of current develop-
ments related to his,., area and actively avoids them-.

2. The dean has ;a Pleasant personality, generall,
and, is not concerned about programs.

3. The dean's position is not yet completely secure1
and he expresses scime concern about this state o1'
affairs.

4. The dean is concerned about each faculty membrr
as an individual human being.

5. The dean is indecisive and has no understanding of
how to use power to attain, goals..

6. 'The dean does not help in any-way to maintain and
-spread the innovation, but he does stay out of thd
way and does not impede progress.

7. The dean has some concern about the SUCC4SS of the
adoption, but he can hardly be described as enthuslastic.

8. The dean acts as a hindrance to adoption and
diffusion of innovation.
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9. The dean is inconsistent in decision 'making and
policy.

10. The dean as knowledgeable about current developments.

11. The dean is able to make decisiOrs and use power
to, attain goals.

12. the de3n is unwilling to fight those in higher
positions for program support (funding for st.ff,
research, travel, retraining, etc.).

13. The dean is passive and unimaginative.

14. The dean has many creative ideas but does not
them aggressively :enough to have action taken
them.

push
on

15. The dean's position is definitely not sect re, and
he is vainly attempting to organize power factions
which he hopes will save him.

16. The dean*is aggressively creative.

17. The dean is,.highly concerned with the success of
programs.

I.

18. The dean has a secure position,:but he is unconcerned
about security in and of itself.

struggle with vice-president,
regarding -the prpgrarn needs.

"In his knowledge about cur-
he may be open to more

19. The dean is willing to
president, and regents

20. The dean has some gaps
rent developments, but
information.

21. The dean is unconcerned-about the adoption of the
innovation and refers 'questions to somebody else
as fast as possible.

22. The dean as not willing to struggle with power
figUres above him over the adoption of the innovation,
but he is willing to let those below him work on the
adoption.

23.- The dean is consistent in
but he is not necessarily
approach to the exclusion

2q. The dean seems indecisive
history Of using power to

68

decisidn making and policy,
an advocate of p modular
of other existing approaches.

at times, but he has a
attain goals.



25. The dean is committed to the establishment
of new pmgrams.

26. The dean has an unpleasant personality and is
actively hostile to most forms of change.

27. The dean is unwilling to fight with anyone above
him, but he obviously enjoys attacking those below
him. {He is not without imagination in his
destructive tactics))

CATEGORY SCALE SCORE

G9

t.
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TSC-A

(for module adopting institutions

SECTION III

The following 1St categories and items forcus in the nature of
communications, using phone calls, letters, and personal visits.

CHECK ONLY THE 5 ITEMS THAT NOST APPLY
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Category A: General Nature of all Communications

1. There are some pseudo-professional communications
concerned with philosophy, belief foundations, an&
so forth, designed to sidetrack innovations.

2. This institution not only refuses to initiate communica-
tion, but often appears to be avoiding contact.

3. Expenditures made on travel, which would help com-
munication, are limited and do not greatly aid the
adoption process.

Progress in the adoption process can usually 14
detected after each major exchange with this institution.

5. This institution feels comfortable with regular com-
munication from the beginning of the adoption process.

6. Communication is usually superficial, but this level of
communication may be only temporary.

7. If there are communications from this institution, they
will be primarily social, rather than professional.

8. Communications with this institution will be largely
one-way a d unplanned, with no order or sequence.,

9. The ins itution is uncomfortable about regular com-
munications early in the process. They may later use
poor communications as a scapegoat for the program if
there are problems.

10. This institution is not concerned about the amount
of money spent on travel which will aid communication
and speed the adoption process.

70



U Communications are usually initiated by the institution
developing the innovation.

r
A

12. Much progress has been made by wcricint with individual
faculty members. ,

13. When potentially serious prpblems have arisen, commu-
nications have been focused-on-Providing resources for
the solution of these problems.

l4.. Communications are initiated by both the institution
which has developed the innovation and the adopting
institution.

15% This institution refuses to spend any money on ,travel,
phone calls, and so forth, which would aid the
communication process.

CATEGORY III-A SCALE SCORE

CHEEK ONLY THE 4 'TENS THAT MOSTAPPLY.

Cate or l3 Fre and of Letters and nd Phone Calls

1. There appears to be little chance that this institution
will,reques: a personal visit. Written communications
are much prefelved.

2. Letteii are occasionally used by this institution to
avoid any additional personal contact.

3. One ,phone call per week is optimum but not mandatory
for this institution.

4. Letter exchanges, -although limited in number, have
exceeded phone calls. The degree of involvement of
this institution is not yet clear.

5. This institution often uses written communications for
brief messages which could be more appropriately given
by a phone call.

6. rqr whatever reasons, this institution does not want any
more than minimal, contact.

7. It appears that if the decision is left to this insti-
tution, communication will be restricted to' a few
letters of inquiry, possibly one or two letters in a
three-month period, followed by silence. Long lapses
(up to two years) may occur between correspondence.
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8. When briefer communications are appropriate, it has been
found by this institution that phone calls are much more
effective than written' communication,

There have been,few phone call
stitution, but there have been
calls may increase if interest
creases.

exchanges/with this in-
some letters. The phone
in the innovstinn in.

10. Letters are used by this institution to 'document detail,
. confirm verbal communications, and formalize commitments.

11. There is a possibility of one phone call, from this
institution..

12. This, institution has kept in close contact, andlorMal,
written communiqations have been found to be inappropriate.

CATEGORY III -B SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 6 ITEMS. THAT MOST APPLY.

1101.m.m.

Cate or C: Fre enc and Nature of Personal Visits

1. The faculty has frequently requested visits go close
together that there has not' been enough time for
appropriate feedback.

2. The change agent will not only have to spend much time
trying to interest the administrators at this institution,
but will then also have to put much effort into convincing
the faculty that ti adminibtration actually has interest
in anything but the status quo.

No feedback has been given after the one or two visits
that have been made.

4. Communication will usually involve consultation or
direct conference to attempt to interest or involve
administrators.

In your opinion, the frequent number of personal
contacts that the institution has re ested have been
beneficial. The adopting institutio has viewed the contact
-as excellent external consultative services and definitely
not harassment.

6. Personal visits and phone calls are the most frequent
forms of communication.
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Visits are primarily social and give only the impregsion
of concern, where no real concern exists. Interaction
remains superficial,, but it may improve later on in the
adoption, process.

8. YOu are worried that some of the faculty of he in-
stitution may view the fietiuent (and not alyays ap-
propriate) requests for visits by the administration as
a form of harassment on your part.

There is a possinility of one personal visit at the most.
with this institution.

10. Personal visits have been limiied in number,lut they
may increase if the institution becomes a little more
nvolved.

1I. rrequent contacts with the institution have aided In
a feeling of "we-.ness" in,the,Project development..

12. Visits have been far enough 'apart that the faculty can
give feedback on the developments since. the last visits

13. Any contact that This institution requests will be at
the wrong time and for the wrong reasons.

14. Personal visits have already occurred between three and
five times over a month of contact with this institutioaz,
and all have ben profitable.

15. The contacts that this institution has requested have not
always been appropriate.

16. Personal cont9cts with this institution have proved to
be themnst,valuable communication chtInnel and have
occurred whenever needed.

13. If a visit is even made by this institution, the com-
munication will not only be superficial, bilt definitely
evasive.

18. If you visited this institution now, It would be called
harassment by some of the faculty, even though you have
'been there only once before.

CATEGORY III-C SCALE* SCORE
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TSC-A

(forig)duIe adopting institutions)

SECTION IV

The following TSC categories and items describe the level Gf usage
of modulesrand-related innovations.

0

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

,OMMIIO

C at egor First _Stages- of Adsat_lon

L institution has started with an extremely low
level of usage of the innovation and from all signs
will remain at this level. One wonders about the
motivation of the faculty for "starting" the adoption
process.

2. This Institution has never developed its own products
and does not have a clear understanding of what stan-
dards should be applied for the selection of an In-
novation which would meet its needs.

A

3. This institution has not had previous experience in
the adoption of innovations and'trles to hide its
lack of experience.

4. This institution may start out at a low level of
usage but will, develop r high degree of sophistication
,i3ooner than institutions which have less ideal cir-
cumstances. ,

5. This institution has had the discipline to follow the
directions of the developer precisely (within boundaries
of interpretation). Apparently they will quickly
develop competency in the use of materials/techniques
and will begin to modify the innovation in order to
accommodate local criteria.

6. This institution has some basic knowledge related to
the innovation, but further stuay will bt necessary'
if successful adoption ic to occur.

7. This institution is unaware of basic knowledge re-
lated to the innovation.
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S. This institution has started with quite a low level
of usage of the Innovation, and it is difficult to
predict how the adoption process will advance. There
is a possibility that they may hire several new faculty
members Wh.. could speed up the adoption process.

This institution has already talked about pil;t testing
and modifying testing materials to fit their needs. As
a result, the institution should develop 'a high degree
of sophistication sooner than institutions with less
ideal circumstances.

10 This institution has developed its own products and
has its own well defined standards for the acceptance
of an innovation. You will have to insure that the
product appeal of your innovation meets their standards.

Ti. This institution not only lacks faculty with develop-
ment experience,-but alscrshows no interest in hiring
such'faculty.

12. This institution has not had experience in the adoption
of innovations but has expressed interest in program
development based on some of the latest educational
innovations.

CATEGORY IV-A SCALE SCORES

ellECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY

rate . Predictions of Later Sta_es of Ado tion

1. You would predict that this adopting institution will
begin its own research and refinement-of innovations
cs soon as they have developed a technical competency
with this innovation.

2. There .are a few faculty who will probably achieve a
high level of usage, enabling them to effectively
use the innovation in their teaching. However, they
are presently unable to see how they will, integrate
this levelsof usage into an entire program due to the
fact that most faculty members are'self-satisried and
content. If those few interested faculty ran interest
the rest of the faculty in the innovation, a full adop-
tion process will be possible.

3. The members of this ,adopting institution are already talk-
ing about future plans to serve as a source for further
dissemination of the innovation, such as an information
source, demonstration site, etc., for other Institutions.
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4. There are a few taculty who will achieve a high
level of usage. They are now in the process of
convincing the less than enthused majority of
their department to adopt the innovation. These
few faculty may be capable of exerting considerable
pressure for change.

S. Although this institution does show signs of ability
to eventually develop its own modules, it is not
clear how they plan to use the adopted innovation
as a resource module.

b. There appears to be little c1 a ce that this In-
Ititution will ever be able o develop its own
modules.

For some unknown reason, the faculty act as if
they cannot comprehend the innovation, but it
appears that they will continue to remain silent
rather than attempt to clarify their confusion.

R. There are a few faculty who will probably achieve
a level of usage enabling them to effectively use
the innovation in their teaching. But they are
presently unable to see how they will integrate'
this level of usage into an entire program due
to the fact that they have not yet made a real.
attempt to persuade the rest of the faculty, except
through very general discussions.

9. This institution shows signs of being able to
develop its own modules and to effectively use
resource modules in this development.

1U. The adopted module shows promise of serving a/
catalytic role in other .innovative imp'lementa'tions
in the institution in the future.

11. No progress will be made beyond information re-
quests on value orientations, demands on the
institution, demands on the administration, costs,
etc.

12. Any material made available to the institution will
probably remain on thr shelf, unexamined.

CATEGORY 1V-B SCALE SCORE



CHECK ONLY Ti E 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY
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Catezory C: ibrganization Members' Attitudes Toward the
Innovation

- v

-The faculty and administration are unaware of basic
4 knowledge /related to the innovation.

The faculty and administration could use more'
knowledge qf areas related to the innovation. Un-
less they take care of this problem, an otherwise
productive adoption team will fail.

This institution Ties a faculty which isihighly
aware of basic knowledge related to the innovation.

4. The institution is sophisticated, but tho faculty
appear already overcommitted. If they can find time

o devote to the innovation, there is-some chance
for successful adoption.

There could be more reinforcement for module
adoption at this institution. If there were,
the attitude of the faculty would be considerably
improved.

The faculty and administration do not want to know
about innovations.

7. The product is viewed as a resource rather than as
a basic program. This minimizes any chance for adop
tion of the innovation.

8. There is much reinforcement for module development
and implementation, which indicates that these
activities have a good chance.of continuation.

9. If there were more faculty evolvement, the Irmo-,
vation would stand a much better chance of successful
adoption

10. There js a high-degree'of faculty involvement in the
module development, which' seems to be directly re-
lated to their strong, commitments to the program.

11. The institution's concerns are not related to inno-
vation.

12. This institution is completely committed, although it
is not as sophisticated as some institutions. Apparently
this institution isan example of the frequgnt finding
that unsophisticated institutions can develop modules
that are better than those developed by more sophisti-
cated institutions.

CATEGORY TV-C SCALE SCORE
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TSC-It

(for module adopting institutions)

SECTION V

73

The,following TSC categories.and items describe the personalities,
social characteristics, and academic styles of*the prospective teachers.

4

CHECK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MUST APPLY.

category A: Personality and Social Characteristics of
Prospective Teachers4

.111.

.411.4144111=41

This institution seems to have two distinct groups
of.teachers. One is inarticulate, and the other ex-
'presses itself very well. The faculty have not yet
addressed this problem.

2. The prospective teachers are very much concerned
about each other's welfare.

. The prospective.teachers are self-centered and self-
satisfied.

4. There are some prospective teachers who appear to be
rigid. This rigidity was reinforced by the old pro-
gram. If they are exposed to new ideas and materials,
there is a chance that they may become more flexible.

The prospective teachers have a high energy level.

b. The prospective teachers will not even share class
notes.

7. The prospective teachers are eager to share experi-
ences and ideas with each other.

8. The prospective teachers are often as "snobbish" as
the institution:

9. While the institution does not reward high in-
volvement among prospective teachers, several oPthe
faculty do seek out apathetic students and encourage
them to become more involved.

0. It is difficult to judge hovynuch the prospective
teachers share with one anot r. There is a certain
amount of guardedness in thei interactiod.
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11. he communications beteen many of the prospective
t achers are primarily concerned with undesirable
faculty, but there is a small group of students who
spend much time discussing 'what they are learning.

12. The prospective teachers are completely rigid and
closed to change.

. -

13. The prospective teachers are apathetic and unin-
volved. (This apathy is reinforced by the,institution%)

14. The prospective teachers have purposes and goals
which are open to change.

The prospective teachers seek out all possible
opportunities to make contact with each other.

16. The prospective teachers repeatedly challenge them-
selves and are not content to remain at one level
,,after they have mastered the requirements of that
level.

17. The prospective teachers are inarticulate.

18. There are probably to many self-centered and
self-satisfied prospective teachers at this institu-

. tion, but there are some who do quesTion.themselves
and do appear to be involved in the program.

1S. The prospective teachers treat each other as equals.

20. The prospective teachers avoid each other and ha e
as little contact as possible,

21. These prospective teachers need to challenge them-
selves more than they have in the past..

CATEGORY V-A SCALE SCORE

CifcCK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

Cate.or B: Ac demicrSt le of prospective Teachers

1. The prospective teachers are preoccupied with
prerequisites, sequences, and course numbers.

2. The prospective teachers keep educational'experienees
at a minimum.
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3.

4,

5.

6.

7S**

The prospective teachers quite often succeed in spite._
of the institutional influence.

The prospective teachers are preoccupied
each level of requirements. -

The prospective teachers are constantly
ideas with facnity, and their ideas are

with satisfying

exchanging
respected.

The prospectiv teachers at this institution go fax
beyond the satisfaction of course requi$ements and
szek out new information and experiences on their own.

7. The prospective teachers praise their program for the
inter-relatedness of its courses. They like the idea
that each course builds on another course.

8. The prospective teachers avoid all contact with the
faculty except in the classroom.

The prtspective teachers do not know if the faculty
listen or not, since they do. not listen to, the
faculty.

10. The prospective teachers have complained that the
courses lack inter-relatedness.

11. ''he prdspective teachers exchange assignments, tests,
and papers whenever-possIble to alleviate their work
loadst

12. The prospective
facUlty.

13. The prospective teasers communicate openly with faculty.

14. The prospective teachers are enthuiiastic about t4eir'
course work because it constancay exposes there to new
ideas.

teachers have little or no contact with

15. Since education ,majors are considered low status,
students align themselves with other academic areas'
and become certified to .teach without informing, anyone.

16. The prospective teachers are often on'a first-name
'basis with faculty.

17. The prospective teachers have complained that the
courses are redundant and unrelated to their concerns.

18. The" prospective teachers ere in frequent contact with
one another in seminars, in the field, and in the
learning resource center.
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19. The prospective teachers model themselves aftev oiu
or two pr6fessors who are admired and "nn their sicie.,"

20. The prospective teachers have a "curse by xourse"
attitude toward their studies' and prefe.:, this situation.

21. There is outright cheating and deception on the part
of many of the prospective teachers.

CATEGORY V-B SCALE SCORE

'MCl/. ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.'

.Category C Characteristics of Faculty which Affect
Prospective Teachers

1 The faculty have little desire or professional im-
provement as a group, but them are several hard-
driving faculty members.

2. The faculty are unconcerned with students and insteadr
have a content orientation.

3. The faculty have a sense of commitment,and_are there-
fore willing tovukaong-v-hard-r-iind effectively.

The faculty view their "work" in terms of an eight
to five job. This attitude shows signs of ch;Inging
as interest in the innovation increases.

S. The faculty are older than average,'

6. The institution is a small, rural, or private school'
with a liberal arts emphasis and.a faculty that has
contempt for education courses./_,

7. The faculty have freedom within the institution to
grow professionally.

8. The faculty are committed to teaching as a profession,
and they desire professional growth.

9. The faculty have only a tolerance for teachc.2 educators.
This attitude may hurt the work of several talented
teacher educators.

lu. This is an urban, r2ommuter'campus, and the laculty
and administration make no attempt to encourage
more student involvement.,
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11. The faculty have many outside commitments.

12. -The faculty are secure in their positions.

13. The faculty exchange ideas with one another and
teach each other.

14. "The faculty are open to change, and the listen to
the suggestions and ideas of students.

IS. The faculty are more preoccupied with selective
4 admission than with training programs. The adoption

of the innovation may change this preoccupation.

16. MOst of the faculty are at the master's

17. MOst of the faculty are concerned with faculty wel-
fare rather than with teaching. But there are a
ftw strongly motivated, student-oriented faculty.

18. The faculty are self-assured and are concerned with
their impact on students.

19. The faculty seem at times to be unreasonably Pre-
occupied with rigor. This preoccupation may inter-
fere with innovation adoption.

20. The faculty seem to have a distaste lop teaching
and to prefer to hide in their offices.

21. The faculty are tremendously insecure in their
positions.

CATEGORY V-C SCALE SCORI
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C) TSC-B

(for institutions adopting an assessment battery with a counselingW orientation)

SECTION I

The following TSC categories and items focus on the institution's
organizational structure and' include characteristics of the faculty
and administration as they relate to organizational structure.

CHECK ONLY THE 8 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

filingglaJILtLgrallialliSELAnaullat

Antomamommmtrimmattno

igmottot.ntwmt.ttotim

it
Itmttrwratmmt

Vmaltatmgplamq.

1. Potential adopters are scattered across campus and
do not have daily contact with each other.

2. The structure of the organization allows for ex-,
cellent communication between all levels.

3. There are a number of potential adopters who are
not yet fully committed.

4. The source of power lies outside of the institution.

5. There is a small group of adopters appearing to move
faster and more effectively than would a large group
of adopters.

6. .The organization is submerged in committee activity.

7. The group of potential adopters seems to have some
communication problems with the larger faculty group.

)CN? 8. Thd type of organization structure appears to be
less important than the atmosphere within the structure.C\1

111"4(
9. There is a small group of adopters clearly demonstrating

an ability to effectively communicate with a larger
faculty-group in order to gain their criirwrt.

.1

10. Thee are no identifiable committed adopters or poton.0 - r
tin]. adopters.

,

11. The channels of communication are very rigid or
non-existent.

:ER Copyright, 1973 by Brag A. Manning
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12. The internal poIitieal structure 814011 the
tenured-faculty exert pressure against iminvarilm.

y.

13. The group of. adopters have not yot e5 tablished
credibility, with a larger faculty group but clearly
show potential to do so.

14. There is a small grbup of adopters which has cred-
ibility with a larger faculty group that gives
feedback,

15. The structure of the organization includes reasonably
well fun timing communication channels, which do,
however break down occasionally.

16. The internal change agent worklAg at this institution,
although quite capable, is not tp-a position of
authority.

17. The internal change agent working at this institution
is in a position of authority and responsibility.

18. There is no effective organizational structure.

19. The organitation .has a stable structure with fairly
welA-defined roles and established (functional)
chant,,_ of communication.

20. The dp rtment considering adoption is a Stinct,
organized unit of the institution, which pla s an
important role in the institution as a whole.

21. The internal change agent working at this institution
appears to be incompetent, and his position lacks
authority and responsibility.

22. The institution may be disorganized,lbut it has
a high academic reputation. i

23. The department may be small, or may exist as a
sub-set of a larger organization.

24. It is not yet cleAr how large the group of adopters
will be.

CATEGORY I-A SCALE SCO
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CHECK ONLY THE 8, ITEMS THAT MOST. APPLY

Cate or 11
C13mate of the °11 Imizati"

1. Members of the organization seek out opportunities
for change and take responsibility for their decisifts
and actions.

There is a group feeder in the organization who is
cognizant of group dynamic techniques and uses them
effectively to work with the,group.

3. The institution'definitely rewards innovation.

igamearoxwa..gr

.1P

4. There is a rigid student selection process. (This
insures academic success.)

S. This institution is interested in maintaining the
status quo or regressing.

6. No one will take responsibility for decisions or
actions.

7. Although the organizatio has a generally cooperative
atmosphere, there appear o be several competitive
pockets of disruption, wh ch could lead to problems
in the future.

The focus of concerns is now primarily on task-
oriented Areas, but a few individuals are asking
about how the innovation will affect students.

9. TIC institution may be committed to another innovation
or has no need for the change agent's innovation.

10. Although the institution is not status quo oriented,
there is a conservative atmosphere which moy slow
the pace of adoption.

11. Members of the organization generally avoid takirg
responsibility for decisions or actions, but. there
are a few outstanding individpals who show promise
as leaders:

The excellent communication in this institution is
apparently, due to its ability to use the advantages
of small group dynamics.

13. The institution is an emerging one and is open to
innovation,

114. Individual members withi the organization are able
to reinforce one another.
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15. There is an organizational inertia at this institution.

lb. Although individual members in the department are on
good terms; they are not in a position ,tc) reinforce
each other.

17. The focus of concerns is on the ttWents.

18. Although the faculty have enough professional
security to risk failure, their personalities are
such that they woLld not take great risks.

19. Tnere are problems in communication up and down the
organization structure, but there are individuals
now attempting to alter this situation.

20. There is an absence of competitiveness among indiv-
iduals and component groups.

21. Student enrollment is down, and the institution is
small.

22. Although innovation is sometimes encouraged, no
clear-cut rewards for innovating are apparent'.

23. The institutio al atmosphere is impersonal and
factory-like, r ingrown, remote, and isolated.

24. The' Institution may be prestige oriented.

CATEGORY I-B SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 5 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

110,

Cat tg2Ey C: Cha-acteristics of the Counselors

1. The counselors are grouped with student services organj-
zations and are overly: conscious of legal responsibilities
associated with confidential files.

2. The counselors are anti-measurement.

3. Although the majority of the counselors are
supportive-of the program adoption, there are a
few who still have ,erious reservations.

4. Counselors have faculty appointments and are respected
as equal members of the department.
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S. Vile counse ors have both a humanistic orientation
ad a reap ct,for the value of psychological
Yasurema t.

6. The coum, lors,are encouraged by one or twb
curriculujh and instruction faculty members.,

7. Counselors are not on the faculty and have other
concerns.

8. The orientation oV the counselors is not clear and
is so diffused that any unified effort will be
difficult.

9. Some counselors have faculty appointments4 but
others do not. As a result, their concerns are
not all focused in the same direction.

10. Counseling psychologists have a behavioral
orientation, and their actions reflect this viewpoint.

11. The counselors are interested in the irlovation,
but have not yet taken action.

12. Counseling psychologists are supportive of the
program adoption.

13. :=ome of the counselors have their doubts about the
value' of psychological measurement but are willing
io go along with the other counselors who are more
supportive of the program.

111. The institution has counseling psychologists who
are in philosophical agreement with the counseling
orientation of the psychological assessment battery.

15. There are counselors with strong disagreements about ,

the philosophical assumptions underl:ing the innovation.

CATEGORY I-C SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY

Category D; Characteristics of the Faculty

1. The questions that the faculty ask indicate that they .

are preoccupied with technical aspects of the innovation.

2. The faculty members focus on professional goals rather
than-on,their needs ior survival.
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The faculty are generally informed about educational
innovations, although there are .some embarra.sing
gaps in their knowledge.

4. There are ohe or two' faculty who have some interest
in innovation but who are low level authority persons.

5. The faculty-seem ready to themselves to
adopting the innovation.

The faculty are older than average and discourage
younger faculty from remaining.

The faculty are generally uninformed about educational
innovations.

The faculty are more concerned with personal re-
lationships than professional relationships to the
point of being :indifferent to the interpersonal dyna-
mics within their organization.

9. The curriculum and instruction faculty are more than
supportive, and there is active, positive involve-
ment on their part.

10. The faculty make much noise about standards, content,
and so forth.

11. Many of the faculty, while not actively opposed,
will not commit themselves.

12. The faculty receives little reward for innuvations.

13. The faculty are completely informed about innovations
related to their areas.

14. The faculty have an overly -academic orientation.

15. There is little focus on interpersonal dyna:lics
among the faculty, either personally or professionally.

16. The faculty are indiffel-ent and unconcerned.

17. The faculty are concerne4 not only with designing
and carrying out effecti e programs, but also with
the impact -.of these pro ams on students.

lb. There is ?acuity agreement about adopting the counseling
orientation of the psychological assessment battery.
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19. There is a key faculty member who has early contact
with students in introductory, courses, and who has
support fro n one or two older faculty.

A

20. The gaculty are very much concerned about their
professional, relationships and the way in which these
relationships effect the functioning of their programs.

21. The faculty are concerned with "self" and may
form protective coalitions.

CATEGORY I-i) scoRr

cum( ONLY TIC 7 IT1:1 TilAT MOST APPLY

www1Ims

Cate or 1;: t'shatiacterstics of the Administration

1. Some willIngness on the part of the dean is present,
Which will keep the program from succumbing to
attacks from outside campus groups.

2. The administration, in general, is committed to the
program.

3. The administration is rigid, with perhaps a few
permissive administrators.

4. The counseling chairman (or equivalent) is
interested but has not yet committed himself.

5. The counseling chairman (or equivalent) is not
interested in the innovation and views it as a
threat to his" own interosts,

6. The administration not only shows'indifference to
the faculty but at times' expresses intense hostility.

7. The dean has no 'kiterest in the fttculty and does not
support the chairman.

b. The leadership, positions are not elected positions.

9. The dean and department chairman are qlOck to
point out that innovations are only a fao.

10. The administration may have accepted the assessment
battery innovation only because program Changes ;Ire
not obvious or required.

91
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11. The dean is indifferent to the program but is
willing to let the counseling chairman for
equivalent) take steps necessary for adoption.

12. The counseling chairman (or equivalent)
is supportive and actively involved in the
adoption process.

13. The leadership in key positions
strated an interest in constant

14. The administration is isolated,
non-innovative.

=11.k

86

has 'clearly demon-
constructive change.

non-supportivo, and

The dear, may have no interest in faculty worlc, but
he supports the.chairman.

,16. The dean is actively opposed to any program changes
or innovations which take time and money.

17. The dean is supportive of the program.

18. The curriculum and instruction department chairman
is more than supportive, and there is active,
positive involvement on his part..

19. The department chairman has a cur.Laculum and
instruction orientation, ;but is interested,
able, and willing to change the institution.
Due to his limited knowledge of counseling, he
may often appear passive to the efforts of the
counselor.

20. The administration clearly demonstrates an interest
in the faculty.

21. The leadership in the organization does not reinforce
innovation of. this nature.

CATEGORY I-E SCALE SCORE

4

4
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TSC-B

(for institutions adopting an assessment battery with a counseling
orientation)

SECTION II

The rollowing TSC categories and items describe personality, leadership
styles, and concerns of faculty, ,couns rs, cbairman,,and dean.

11

CHITK ONLY THE 9 ITEMS THAT VOSTArkY.

Category A. Personality and Leadership Styles of the rdeulty_
ii

1. The faculty are narrow-minded.

2. Faculty members aie.either insecure or overly,protective
of an image. The high risk factor is viewed as a personal
risk.

3. There is one faculty member who is genuinely concerned with
people and"lieves that the program will help people. he

has some support from two or three older faculty.

4, The faculty's concerns' center around students.

5. There appear to be some faculty members who are static and

self-involved, ,but there is also a group which seems dyna-
f

mic and concerned with program development.

6. The faculty are concerned with student,development, both
personally and educationally rather than with disciplining
students.

7. The fTilty have concern for one another.

B. The better staff seem to-be leaving.

9. The'faculty are interested in innovation and in undergradu-
ate.programs, but are frustrated by a slow rate of change
and' lack of direction.

10. Some faculty may alroady De committed to an existing irino-
.

vative program.



11. There is mutual trust Among members of tIle faculty.

12. Although 'man of the faculty are only mod ate*,siapporters,
of the progr m, it ,appears that extrinsic Ai4ards
k4ep them in red.

13. The faculty is interested, but if the department chairman.
is research oriented, they will be discouraged from the
plogram,

.14. .The-faculty re open-minded.

15. The faculty have many outside interests. Teaching may
be only a secondary family income.

The faculty are able to communicate across departmental
lines. (Close physical proximity with other departmentS
aids this process.)

17. One young, energetic, tenacious faculty member may carry
the program with moderate support from two or.three older
faculty.

18, There-is one'young, energetic faculty member who.has moder-
ate support froqoa.few older faculty members and 'hasaPeess
to moderate suportfrom the department 'chairman and dean.

I

lg. The faculty are conelned-with,their own personal needs
to the exclusion of everything else.

20. The faculty are loyal to a common purpose and to "en or-
ganizational structure.

. There 's one young, energetic faculty member ylo feels
intrinsically rewarded for his efforts, oven T.rough he
has only moderate support from a few older fluity.

22.. The faculty are more concerned with the acadmic image
of the 'school than with student growth,

23. The faculty are not only encouraged in the' efforts at
innovation adoption but are given financia support pr
related educational experiences.

24. An atmosphere of mutual 'trust among 1--Ire fotnoty hds not
yet been established, but there are subgl4mps- whieh appear
to have established s.ome degree of tru;t
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25. The faculty challenges all innovations from a .nebulousl
constantly shifting, philosophical base, in order to
avoid change.

26. There is a willingness to question the status quo and
initiate change if desirable

27. The faculty cooperate with eackotbei.', but a genuihe
concern for each other may be lacking,

CATEGaRY TI-A SCALE SCORE

4.0

rnrcx ONLY TIIE 5 TTENS THAT MOST APPLY

Counselors

The counselors are in open communication with 4ch other
and with the faculty.

2. The counselors are excited about the innovation, but
they have not previously been identified with .a parti-
,Cular rewarding effortv

3, The counselors have clearly .demonstrated that they lack
the needdd skills and personality characteristics
for successful adoption.

The counselors may be weak or may lack the needed
skills and personality characteristics to optimize
the situation, but it is difficult to maked judgement
on their potential at this pciirk.

5. The counselors have a professionally undesignated mode
of operation and therefore may be open to change.

6. The counselors appear t4.0 be defensive and are not
willing to "open up" with any of the staff.

7. The counselors have better than average communication
Skills Zhich aid them in their dealings with a less
than enthusiastic faculty.

.8. The counselor's are in general agreement. an. their
counseling approach.

95
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9. The counselors are willing to be open and let down
defenses even at.the cost of some psychological pain.

z-410

10. The counselors are rigid and unable to entertain,
alternatives.

11. The counselors have 4oncetn for both students and
staff. This concern serves as a posilti4e force
against an ,administration which is sometimes indifferent.

12. ThEounselors are excited about the innovnti,on arl
have q'previous record of successful Woption of
related innovations.

#
13: The counselors are philOsophically opposed to an assess-

ment battery .with a counseling orientation, and may
havq.gro4p work or 'analytical therapy orientation,

14. The counselors appear to' be primarily inter ted in
developing their owp approaches to_couns g.eli;?5'

15. he counselo strive for an honest, iendly inter-
.personal exe nge.

CATEGORY TI-B u.ALE sholm

Ctir.y( ONLY Tic 9 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY

Categpry C: Personality and Leadership Style of the
.,-. Department Chairman

1. The department chairman has not been supportive of
change during the trial period,of the innovation (which
is still in Orogress) but shows signs of giving more
support if there is a good chance pf success.

2. The departmeqt chairman is especially su ortive of
change during the trial period of an innovation.
(This.support must be expressed both in terms 'of con-
cern and .interest as well as'in material bac ing.)

3. The department chatpmnfi actively-avoid' peop whenever
possible.

6

14:- The department chairman is secure in his administrative
position.

,41*

5. It appears that the department chairman has a marked
negative attitude towards the innovation and views it
as'a-threat., Ni

./

96
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'The department
and' success of

The department
concerned with
sibilities.

8."---The department
ments relevant

91

chairman is concerned with the survival
programs.

chairman does not appear-to be especially
people but,otherwise meets his respon-

chairman is concerned with current develo
to thik program.

9. The department chairman do4i.not appear to have a
completely secure potion.

101. The department chairman views most change as a ,personal_
affrient.

A.
11', The department thalrman knows nothing about current

developments relevant to this department and appearsto
i be off in another world.-

A

12. The department chairman does libt know much :about group
dynamics but has asked about topics which are related,

The ,department chairmian seems uninformed about current
developments relevant to his program but has expressed
a desire to learn more about innovations in the area:

14., The department chairman is concerned with people.

(15. The department chairman has no spec141 interest in the
innovation but is willing to back a grcup of adopters
if they can demonstrate the utility of the innovation.

16. The department uhairman is aware .of affectpeNariables
but does not always respond when such a response would

aid, communication.

1 The department chairman uses many protective cli e4

.g., Why change for the sake of change? Before e

b y any program, we must establish a sound philosophi-
cal base, etc.).

.
%

18. The department ChairManis
i%position is not secure, and

there is a small faction trying to replace him.
.

97
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- 19. The department chair n ,has a .clear -cut decision makIng
style and encoura0 open discussion.

20. Although the department chairman its open "to new ideas )

it is not clear if he intends to take, any action.
is

21. The department chairman, although usually concerned
w staying-within a rigid budget, is now showing
signs'ofveleasing some funds for innovation adoption.

2Z. The department has no recognized leadership.

23. The department chairman is concerned with group dynamics.'

24., The department,,Chairman may notIview group dynamics as
a subversive plot, but he has stated in so:many words
thatehe has never been involved in "pop" culture. .

- 25. TII.e.,-department chairman has open and cooperative communi-*
cation with the dean.

26. The department c
of instruction.

airman is concerned with the quality

27. The department chairman is
strative tasks, with which
lacks even curiosity about

CATEGORY II-C'SCALE SCORE

primarily interested in admini-
he has much difficulty, and
innovation.

CHECK ONLY THE 9 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

catsorD:Persona,eader._..ayshiStle.of-theDem

1. The dean feels isolated from the students but is at-
tempting to get some student feedback through the
department.chairmanandfaculty.

2. The den has, some concern about the success of the

=11...

adoption, but he can hardly be described as enthusiastic.

3. The dean is inconsistent in decision making and policy.

4. The dean has an unpleasant personality, and 'is actively
Hostile to most forms of change.

The dean's position is riot yet completely securer and he
expresses some concern about this state of affairs.
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. The dean is willing to struggle with the vice-
president, president, and regents regarding program
needs.

7. The dean is committed to the establishment 9f new

programs.

The dean is,able to make decisions and use power'to

Attain gdals.

9'. The dean has a secure position but is urmoneerned about

security in and of itself.

10. The, dean has no interest in prOgram deved Talent and
unaware of the minimal changes which have been made.

11. The dean is more concerned with the academic image of
thenschool than with student growth or faculty innoitation.

12. 'Although the -dean himself, is not particularly interested
in.program development, he may become interested, to the

point of providing some backing.

13. The dean is completely unaware of current developments
related to his area and actively avoids them.

14. The Jeantdoes not help in any way' to adopt and. diffuse
the innovation, but he does stay out of the way ana

does not impede progress.

15. The dean is concerned about each faculty member as an

individual human being.

16. The dean is seniitive to the needs of .students-and takes
action based up n student feedback.

17. The dean is knowledgeable about current developments,

18. The dean acts as a hindrance to adoption and diffusion

of innovation.'

19_. The dean is not willing to struggle with power figures

_ above him over the adoption of the innovation, but he
willing to let those below him work on the adoption.

20. The dean is concerned with program development.

.21. The dean allows innovation without' being personally
knowledgeable or involved. (There is also some
professional pay-off for allowing innovation.)

22. The dean is indecisive and has no understanding of

how to use power to, attain goals.;
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23, The dean clearly:communicates decisions to all parties.

24. The dean is completely insensitive to the (needs of the
* students.

4

sit

25. The dean has some gaps inhis knowledge about current
developments, but he may be open to more information. ,

26. The Owl is passive and uniMaginative.

27. The de2An has many creative ideas' -but does not push
them aggressively enough to have action taken on them.

CATEGORY.II=D SCALE SCORE
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(rorIristitutions adopting an assessment battery with ,counseling

or ientat ion)

8ECTION III

The following TSC categories and items focus on the nature of com-
.

munications, using phone caljs, letters, and personal visits.

CHECK ONLY THE 6 ITEMS THAT MOST APFLY.

Category' A General Nature of 1l ConnuMcations Used

1. Communications are usually initiated by the institu-
tion developirig the innaJlation.

4.+4.46441...

2 Communications with,this institution are 1L,gel
one-way and unplanned, with no order or sequence.

3. It is often the case With this institution that
communications are not answered.

4 4 ,

When potentially serious problems have,srisen, COMM-
,

nications have been focused on providing resources
for the sol 'on of these problems..

S. The communication which has occurred has centered
around' faculty members' survival,veeds.

6. There has'been an extensive interchange of questions,,
problems, and experiences.

7. Communications have been concerned with professional
issfies.

8. Communication is usuallisupenficial, but
of communication may be only temporary.-

is level

'9. This institutioh not only refuses tb initia
.

com-

munication, but often appears to be avoiding ny mntaet.

10. It appears that if the program fails, the blame.will
probably be placed-on communication fail-xes, but

the institution is now attempting to. interact.
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11. Communications are initiatud by both thy ins4itution which
has developed.th innovation*and the adopting institution.

12. Much progress has beey .de by Whrking with individpial
faculty members.

13. This institution feels comfortable with regular ,

communication from the beginning of the adoption process.

14. There are only weak endorsements instead of real
commitments. I

/5. This institution refuses to spend' any money on travel,
phone calls, and Ap forth, which would aid the com.
munication process.

.16. If this institution actually adopts ti , innovation,
there should be continped interaction, :)ut interition
is slow -at the moment.

17. Looking into.Y6 future, you would predi!t that frequent
communications 1411 be exchanged over 6 neriod oT eighteen
months to three years.

18. There is 1itt3é real, substantive communslc.ation. Evasive
communications include remarks about the financial sit-

. uation,-phliosophical:bases, and what is going to be
done.

1

CATEGORY SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOSt APPLY.

!0111.1MM

3

Category B: 'Frequencvland Nature 'of Letters PAone'Calls

1. Qnly one or two phone calls have been made, .1nd this
silence corresponds to a general disinterest in the
innovation.

2. In the firsts two months of the adoption process there
have been six to nine phone calls, which have been the
,major form of cammunicatiok,

3. The phone communications attempted by this 46yitation
should have been taken care of during perso11.91,visits.

1.1=1.11 4: Letters have been used to keep record of pax*:qenlar
commitments and questions. '

t 102
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.1111 S. There has been. an extensive interchange of printed

materials. .0

The messages sent in written form definitely 'should

have 'been communicatedi by phone.

7. There havqebeen continuous day-to-day phone calls
going` both ways during field testing, manor of whip
might not have been necessary if the institution hhd
been bet*r prepared.

8.. Although both institutions stay in continuous'contact
during such events as field testing, all okthe contacts
repult in constructive'acti.on.* There are no wasted '

phone'calls; letters, or visits.

9. Tigere will probably be sax to nine letters `during the

early stages of adoption and signs of a,gradual increase
in 'correspondence if progress ads.made.

10. Letters arefooncerned44iith fiscal aspects of maintaining
the system, rather than with professional aspects of the

program.

11. Little written-contact has been made by this illstitution

(at tilt most, one or two letters), and this lack Of
contact appears to be indicative of their lacIA of sincere
interest in the innovation.

12. Both institution's have initiated phone calls on a regular

basis,. perhaps weekly. Letters are-not sufficient to
resolve the kinds of problems that arise sudden* in an
institution sincerely interested- in adoption and which

need.imMediate solution.'

CATEGORY III-B SCALE SCORE

'CHECK ONLY THE.6 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

Category" C: Frequency and Nature of Personal Visits

1. Visits .are primarily social and give only ihe.impressIbn
of concern, where 'no real concern exists. Interaction
remains superficial, but may improve later on in the

adoption process.

2: In your opinion the frequent' personal contacts that the

institution has r quested have been beneficial. The

adopting instA on has viewed the contacts as excellent

external consu 'aye services and definitely not4

rassment.

,80
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. 3. Personal visits are avoided at all costs by this institutio
. .

. .
, ..

14. Communication will usually involve consultation or -direct
conference to attempt to interest or involve administrators.e

.

You have discovered during a personal visit that not only
is there a superior counselinastaff at this institution,
but there is also "a supportive curriculum and ,instruction
facultyswhich communicates excellently with the counselors.

If-you visited this institution now, it would 'be called
'harassment by some of the faculty, even though you have
been there only once before'

7. There has been limited correspondence. instead, most
communication has been in the form of liersonal visits'
and phone calls, which have been quite productive.

H. No feedback had
that have been

eWen given-after the one or two visits
ade:

to.

9. This institution uses phone calls when personal visits
would be more beneficial in straightening out 'problems
which are slowing the adoption process. It appears that
only two or three'visits may occur.

10. When information about this institution comes to You
(from other sources), Indicating that the adoption
process is not' going well, you hear only silence from
the institution itself.

11 Any contact that this institution requests will be

12.

at the wrong time and for the wrong reasons.

The faculty ha frequently requested visits so close to-
gether that there,has not been enough time for appropriate
feedback.

13. Personal Visits have not been common; but your Institution
` has decided to focus on such contacts to encourage
possible adoption.

14. Personal visits shduld be paid to this institution,
especially during stress times.

15. A personal visit reveals to you that there is not a
qualified counseling staff, 'but that there is a curriculum
and instruction fagulty.with high interest. However, the
adoption process clearly cannot take place without a
personnel change and the commitment of the administration.

*1-
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1fi. Personal visits supplemented by phone A;d11814~
proven to by effeotive. Your inst.ituliOn hAs,been
on cal4..A'o the adopting faculty members.

I.

17. Visits have been far enough apart that the,, aculty
can give feedback on the developments since t e

4 fast visit .

ts,

18.t Frequent contacts with the institution have helped
promote a feeling of'we-neSs" in theiproject develop-

. ment.

CATEGORY ITI-C SCALE SCQRE
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-TSC-13

sffor institutions adopting an, assessment battery. with a counNvIing,
orientation).

SECTI9N IV .

,

4

The fill.lowing,TSC categorlq and items des ribe
44.'

the level of
usage of a psychologibal.assessment battery -with a counseling
Orientation. , . .- , *

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.
t ,/Category A: First Staxes of ,Aitoption

1. This institution has ,some basi knowledge relatJA
to the innovation but further, study be necessary
if successful asloption'is to occur. 4 ,

2. This institution hasalready talked about pilot
testing and _modifying materialsto fit their needs:
As a result, the institution. should develop a high
degree of sophistication sooner thait institutions
with less ideal circumstances. ... .

3. This institution is unaware of basic knowledge
related tp- the innovation.)

4. This institution has minimal awareness about in-
41avation..

5. This institution has started at a low level of Usage,c
but it has superior resources which will .carry.it.

"swiftly through the adoption process.

6. Although the people at this institution have ;lad
sufficient time to familiarize themselves with the
innoyat.ion, it appears that the malserials haves. -not
been examined.

7 -The faculty's idea of using the innovatitirrco nsists
:-_ of talking about the philosophical base of one part

.,of it (the most Irrelevant 'part). s.,,

.8. This institution has more than minimal awareness
aboutthe Innovation process but needs to'be more
actively involved in taking the. initial steps for ,

Field testing.
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9. The faculty have expressed a desire to use only 'parts
of the program for field testing, There is a chance
that if they are allowed to do so, enough interest
will be generated for field testing of an entire
program.

lu. The product appeal must be significant to create*
interest at this institution due to the institution's
many resources and involvement 'with the successful
adoption of other innovations.

11. This instItutiari is experienced and .ha a similar
program already in existence. However in order for
a supeessful adoption to occur, a coma t should
be obtained to insure that this iRstitutio wIll use
the entire'program, rather than only portion of it.

12. 'This institution has used previouSly designed m
:has examined a program already implemented at another
institution, and is now asking questions about es-
tablishing a program at their own institution.

'CirEJGORY IV-A SCALE SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY

ilittIgaryILFredietions of Later Stages of Adoption

1. A few faculty members may achieve a level of usage
which enables them to effectively use the innuvation
in taeir teaching, but ,.it is not yet clear if the
innovation will Abe used as part of a programmatic
effort.

. You would, predict that this adopting institution will
begin it's own research and refinement of innovations
as soon ,as they have developed a technical competency
with the innovation.

3. The faculty have asked many questions which clearly
indicate that they are interested in innovation at
the program level.

4. Although this institution does show signs of ability
to eventually develop its own innovations, it is not
clear how they plan to use the adopted innovation as-
a resource.

k
5. For ..ome unknown reason, the faculty act as if they

cannot comprehend the innovation Ind it appears that
they will continue to remain silent rather than at-

tempt to clarify their confu9ion.



'
h. The adoption process will nslt ?rogrehA beyond the .

.stne in which informotion f abou t thy innova t inn is
reques ti.td - in Forma tion abont value -iri y111:1112 i on

demands upon department flaculty, admi nls tra tors ,

and the institution as a whole.
,..

7. There are a few faculty who will achieve a high
level of usage. They are now in the process of
convincing the less than enthused majority of their
dppartment to adopt the innovation. These few
faculty may be capable of exerting considerable,
pressure for change.

41

8. There appears to be little chance that this in-
stitution will ever be able to develop its own
innovations.

9. The members of this adopting institution are already
talking about future plans to serve as a source for
further dissemination of the innovation - as an
information source, demonstration site, etc:
for other institutions.

Id. The innovation material has been read by a11 faculty
members, and the initial stages of planning have
been commenced.

11. The innovation material will probably never be read
by anyone, though it may be mentioned from time to
time to outsiders.

1.

la. Although much time is spent discussing demands on
faculty and administrators, apparently in the near '

future there will be a switch from the self-concerns'
to more active involvement in the process of in-
novation adoption.

CATEGORY IV-B SCALE SCORE
vr7

CHECK ONLY THE 4 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

Cate or

.14

C- Or!anization Members' Attitudes Toward the
Innovation

1. In general, the institution's concerns are not re-
lated to innovation.

2. The flexible organization structure and administkative
policies encourage the faculty to constantly explbre
new innovations.

108
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3. The high interest-of the faculty has resulted in
early plans towa pilot testing of the innovation..

g The faculty.miembers re actively interested in change
and are particularly interested in how the innovation
can bring about specific changes in their institution.

5 The few' faculty who have taken over the program are
qualified only to be aggressive. The/rest of the
faculty have left them to claw at each other.

6. The faculty's attempts to raise the level, of usage
nre'stifled by restrictive administrative and or-
ganizational structures.

4
A

7. A few faculty members have bectome self-proclaimed
experts and have taken over the program. It appears
that the adoption process will not be successful unless
'they share some of "their" program.

-8. The fanvlty rationaliies that they'are innovative
because theylcan mention some program names.

9. Unless there is a focus on certain' interpersonU
problems among the facultyinembers, it will be
difficult :eb establish any .widespread use of the
program.

A

10. Unless there is increased intevet on the part of
the faculty, there will be little actual t-ial testing
of the innovation. There are a few facul*.who are
attempting to arose thispinterest.'.

U. it will be somewhat difficult for the few active
faculty meMbers to get the others involved in field.;,
testing.

12. All of the faculty seem equally involved in. increasing
the level of usage of the innovation. They do not
need to be pushed.

. lik

CATEGORY IV-C SCALE SCORE

r
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(for institutions adopting an aksessment battery with a codnseling
orientation)

SECTION V

The following TSC categories and items describe the personalities,
social characteristics, and academic styles of the prospective teachers.

CHEQK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

Category A: Personality and Social Characteristics of
Prospective Teachers

1. The prospective teachers have limited personal
awareness, but'some of them appear to be seeking
experience to increase such awareness.

2.,T1*-firospectlitetdachers are completely preoccupied
With self, and their behavior does not change with

N, field experience.
%

g. The prospective teachers treat each other as equals.

4. ;While the institution does not reward high in-
volvement among prospective teachers, several of the
faculty do seek out apathetic students and encourage
them to become more involved.

5. The prospective teachers have, unreasonable outside
commitments and are completely preoccupied with these
comm,i.tments.,

6. The prospective teachers are self-centered and self--__
satisfied.

7. The prospective teachers are already highly concerned
about the impact of their practice teaching nn their
students.

S. The piiospective teachers do not make outside commitr
ments'mhich conflict with their studies and student
teaching.

The conversations between many of the prospective
teachers are primarily about undesirable faculty,
but there is a small group of students who are
discussing what' they are learning.

110
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CHECK ONLY THE ITV,MS THAT MOST APPLY..
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'10. The, prospective teachers are apathetic and uninvolved.
0* (This apathy is reinforced by the institution.)

.

11. The prospective teachers are self-concerndd during
the entire tenure of-traiping. While they have
greater' task conperns than the- faculty membert,',the'S,
generally 'delay task concerns bintil field experience.

12. The prospective teachers seek out all possible 'op-
jrrtunities to make contact with one another.

13. The prospective teachers are eager to share ideas
aria experlpgesiwith''one spottier.

14. The prospeptive teachers are, very much concerned
.

abourteach other's we

15. ." It is difficult to judge- how much the prospective
teachers share:with pne another. There is a cer-
tain,amount of guardedness in their interactAon.

16. The prosiective teachers hr no personal awaraness.

17. The prospective teachers have reasonable outside
commitments.but at times they spread ,themselves too
thinly.

A

18. There are probably too many self-centered and self-
satisfie&prospective teachers.at this institution,
but(there are some who do question themselves and
appear to. be Involved in the ,program.

19.* The prospective teachers are.personally aware. t

20. The prospective teachers-'willnot even share class
notes.

21. The prospective teachers avoid each other.and.have
as little contact.ps possible.

I
4A,

CATEGORY V-A SCALE SCORE

Catelorx A: Academic Style of Prosppttive Teachers If

1. Although the graduates of this program have been
somewhat frustrated with'the lack of ."academic" ex-
cellence,in the ,public sichools, they are beginning to
locus less on "standards" and more on helping students'
from the point: at which they are. -
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2 The prospective teachers do not hold their students
to artificial standards which they are not ready to
meet. Instead they strive to determine where each,
individual child is and help him learn at his own
pace.

3. The graduates of this program are often frustrated)
in teaching and are surprised at the -lack of
'academic" excellencelp the public schools.

, I:

4. There are frequenestudent-faculty conferenes from
which both faculty 'writers and prospective teachers
benefit.,

5. The prospective teachers at this institution go far
beyond the satisfation of course requirements and
seek out new information and experiences on their own.

got

6. The prospective teachers spend,a great deal of time
and energy disliking teacher education, and they

. s

consider holding certification a social stigma.

7. Althpugh there are son. student-faculty conferences,
prospective leachers learn more from each other than
from, the faculty. -

8. The attrition rate for prospective teachers 'is higher
than it should be for an institution of thig type,
but the faculty are working on program reforms which
may- reduce this rate.

9.- The at ition rate is usually very high during the
,first two years at this institution;

lu. The prospective teachers do not feel a need to model.
themselves after particular instructors since they
find themselves in an atmosphere which encourages them -ft
to develop their own style.

.

4

11. The prospective teachers have a "course by course"-
attitude toward their studies and 'prefer this' situation.

12. The prospective teachers are highly involved in the
program and express much bnthusiasm.

13. The.' prospective teachers are modeling themselves-.
after one or two instructors.

14. The prospective teachers,age preoccupied with
F.- prerequisites, court numbers, and sequences.

112
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15. The prospective teachers at this Institution do not
dislike teaching, but they are not An enthusiastic
group. There is a problem here that cannot presently
be identified.

/

16. The prospective teacher's are able to interact with
a faculty who are conscious of studental.personal
problems' and interpersonal dynamics.,

17. Many of the ,graduates will return to callegelpfter
teaching far a.few years, to complete a.doctorate,
join 4 college faculty, and perpetuate the entire
sequence of-events..'

18. This institution is using encounter groups poorly,
and thq interpersonal relationships between.the
1orospettive teachers and faculty alike are suffering
so much that there is a markeofdiscrebancy'between
affectiye and behavioral levels. There may also be'
an absence of structure and clearly defined goals:

.19 . While ,pri os pec tive 'teachers may vary. from enthusiastic
to completely disinterested, depending on the instructors
they have, Qn the whole they do not feel :challenged or
excited. .

t

. ,

2U. The attrition rate at this institution is quite low.
The students are-selected oil the basis of a variety
of new criteria as well as SAN scores and CPA, and
they are individually guided through the progrAm.

21. The prospective teachers do not talk to their
instructors or to each other.

4

CATEGORY V-B SCALE'SCORE

CHECK ONLY THE 7 ITEMS THAT MOST APPLY.

,..=1M
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-Category C: Characteristics of Facultywhich Affect
Prospective Teachers

1. The faculty- are rigid in their dealings with the
prospective teachers and respond in a stylized,
authoritarian manner.

2. Although the faculty tend to be rigid in certdin
areas, they do occasionally deal with many pro-.

spective teachers- in a flexible manner.

413
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3. The faculty need to become more aware.
"1p, There are a few knowledgeable faculty with'a high

energy level who may be able to challenge the rest
of the faculty to help them give the prospective '-
teachers the best pogsible program.

4.1

11,114414110.=4

The faculty pay they, are involvedwith the change 44
process but do not yet, .have' knowledge to systemat-
ically adopt an innovation.

5. are'involved with and contribute to tne-
change process.,

6. The faculty cannot conceive of themselves or others
in =new roles;

0
7. 4The faculty are action-research and process oriented.

8. The faculty lack energy sand are not professionally
aware.

Y. The faculty are concerned with expanding the perception
of both self and others.

10. The facult?are not involved with the change process
and show no signs of becoming involved.

11. Some of the faculty are quite reflective, but when
they aze faced with.a new situation, their analytical
abilities are limited. This limitation may decrease
after they actually have the experience of adopting
an innovation.

12, The faculty are reflective and analytical about the
! situation as it develops.

13. The faculty appear to like their students, but their
interpersonal skills lack the. sensitivity required
for productive interaction with them.

14. The curriculum and instruction faculty interact
freely with the counselors.

15. The faculty dd-not'appear to be interested an people.
The prospective teachers find them either remote or
actively hostile.

16. The faculty are unreflective, and' they lack the ability
to apprbach a new situation analytically.'
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17. The faculty try to minimize self-concerns, but they
are often preoccupied with the technicalities of
their jobs and are not very concerned with ti o impact
of-their teaching.

18. The faculty.are'interested ID people.

i9. The faculty have

2u. The faculty have
students choice.

reasonable outside :commitments.
#

much contact with students - the

21. The curriculum and instruction faculty avoadthe
counSelors.

CATEGORYiV-C SCALE SCORE
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VP

Dealopmont of the Scoring System .

,. . ..

and Summa
t
ry of the S6ore Ranges

. ..
N 4

a

0,

The rsc-A and.TSC-R are new instruments and norms for their
,.

application have not yst been generated., The author-invites any
. 1 : . .

.

,

institution using these instruments to share their data, so that

no .ms for future4use can be published.. 'It is also hoped that-
,

groups or institutions will:generate the own normst.

Although these instruments cannot be adequately Used until

norms are deVelot5ed, a logically based scoririg system' is offered

for-use until norms can be published.' The indIvidual items which

were developed empirically from educational change agents' descrip-

tions of .ideal, marginal, and unacceptable.institutions, were

assigned point values of 2, 1, and 0, respectively.

TheAtheck lists are organized on the basis of fimp major scales

and sixteen-subscales. The range of scores for the ideal, margindl,

and unacceptable cases- for the sixteen iubscales were based on the

following arb nary assumptions: 1) the ideal range of scores"should
t

be such tha no more than one item may be classified as unaeceptable .

and at least half of the items must be classified as ideal; .2) the

marginal range of scores should be such that more than half of the
A

items must be classifies as marginal, while the rest can be either

ideal or unacceptable, and 3)_,the unacceptable range of scores should

'be such that more 'than half of the items !must be unacceptable and

not more than one item should be Ideal. AftePthe score ranges for

119 9



the sixteep lubscvles were established on this basis, then the

score ranges for the .five major scales were established. They were

"4\
44.

determined by sunnring the lower and upper limits of the ideal,

marginal, find unaciseptable ranges within the five major catr-gories.
,

4

a , Those :sums were then rounded SO that t he ranges unul-1.1 follow

4

eonsequtively.-, The three score ranges forthe entire test were

dptermined likewise by [-whining and rounding the-score,ranges

of the Five ma)or'soales.

4.

Seperate scoring rangei for the TSC-A and the TSC-B are listed '1
.

below. The score ranges are divided into five major scales, subscales,
.1

and total test ranges.

Score Range Summary for TSC-A

Major Scale T. Organization structure and related characteristics
of the faculty and administration.

Score Ranges: 94S- unacceptable
0-39 -marginally acceptable
40-60 ideal

Subscale 1-A. Organization structure.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5,11.0 marginally acceptable

11-16 a ideal

-Subscale 141.- Organization structure - social professional. climate.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5-10 = marginally acceptable

11-16 ideal

11.



Subscale 1-C., Organization

Score Ranges: 0-3 =
4-9
10-14

Subscale I-D. Organization

Score Rnnges: 0-3 -

4 -9

10-14 =

structure -- faculty.

unacceptable
marginally acceptablq
ideal

structureadministration.

unacceptable
marginally acceptablc
ideal

Perbria)ity, leadership styles and
faculty, depa-tment chairman and dean.

Score Ranges:

Subscale II-A.

0-13 = unacceptable
14-37 = marginally acceptable
38-54 = ideal

1114

conporns,of

Personality and leadership style -- faculty.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unaccdptible
5-12 = marginally acceptable
13-18 = ideal

Subsonic if-11. Personality and leadership style--department
chairman. ,

Score Ranges, 0-4 = unacceptable
5-12 = maitinally acceptable
13-18 = ideal

Vs.

Subscale fl-C. Personality and ieadership style--dean.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5-12 = marginally acceptable
13-18 = ideal

AMP
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Major Scale Nature\of communications using phone calls,
letters, and personal Visits.

\

Score Ranges: 0-8 = unacceptable
9-1U= marginally acceptable

19-30 = ideal

Subscale III-A. Counicationsgeneral nature.
at

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3-6 = marginally acceptablke
7-10 = ideal

Subscale III-B. Communications letters and phone calls:

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3-4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

Subscale III-C. Ccmmunicationspersonal visits.,

Score Ranges: 0-3 3= unacceptable
4-7 = marginally acceptable
8-12 = ideal

Major Stale TV. Level of usage of innovations.

Score Ranges: 0-7 = unacceptable
8-13 = marginally acceptable

14-24 ideal

A

Subscale N -A. Level of usage of innovationsfirst stages of
adoption.

Score Ranges: 0 -2' = unacceptable,
3-4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

Subscale IV -B. Level of usage of innovationslater-stages of
adoption.

Soars Ranges: 0-2 =, unacceptable
3-4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

122
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Subscale IV-0. Level f usage of innovationsrganization members

Score Rallies: 0-2 unacceptable
3-4 -= marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal--

qs

.

. MAior Scale V. -Dersonalitiep, social characteristics, and acat1+176

,
styles of prospective teachers.

\.)

Score Ranges: 0-10 ..1- unacceptable

11-28 = .marginally acceptable
4 % 29-42 = ideal

oa

Subscale V-A. Prospective teacherspersonalitu and social
characteristics.

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 = mailinally acceptable

10-14 = ideal

Subscale V-8. Prospective teachers academic style.

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 =marginally acceptable

10-14 1 ideal
la

Subscale V-C. PrOsRecLive teachers -- characteristics
which affect°prospective teachers,

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 = marginally acceptable

10-14 = ideal

Score Range for Total Score on the TSC-A

0 -55 = unacceptable
56-137 = marginally acceptable

138-210 = ideal

v

123
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Score Ralop Summary for TSC-11

Maior Scale I. Organization gtructure and relead characteristics
of the faculty and administration.'

Score Ranges:,, 0-18 = unacceptable
19,-46 = marginally acceptable
47-70 = ideal

Subscale I-A: Organization Structure

Score Ranges: 0-4 = una'cceptable-
5-10 = marginally acceptable
11-16 = ideal

Subscale I-B. Corganizationalstructure--sociakprofessional
climate.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5-10 = marginally acceptable-

11-16 = ideal

Subscale I-C. Organization structure counselors.

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3-6 = marginally acceptahle
7-10 = ideal

Subscale I-D. Organization structure---facu14,

Score Ranges:

Subscale I-E.

0-3 = Unacceptable
A-9 us'marginally"acceptable
10-14 = ideal

OrganizAtion structure -- administration.

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 = marginally acceptable
10-14 = ideal

124
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Major Stale IT. Personalities, leadership styles, and-concerns
of faculty, department chairman and dean.

a
Score Ranges 0-16 = unacceptable

17-48 = marginally acceptable
44-64 =

Subscale II-A. Personality and tradership style - faculty.

Score Ranges:. 0-4 = unacceptable
5-12 = marginally acceptable
13-18 = ideal

Subscale II-B. Personality and leadership stylecounselors.

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3-6 = margirially acceptable
7-10 = ideal

a

Subscale II-C. Personality and leadership style -- department chairman.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5-12 = marginally acceptable

A 13-18 = ideal

Subscale Personality and leadership style - -dean.

Score Ranges: 0-4 = unacceptable
5 marginally acceptable

13 -.1 = ideal

Major Scale III. Nature of communications- -phone
and personal visits.

Score Ranges: 0-9 = unacceptable
10-19 = marginally acceptable
20-32 = ideal

Subscale

Score Ranges:

4

Communications - - general nature.

0-3 = unacceptable
4 -7 = marginally acceptable
8-12 = ideal

125
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Subscale III B. Communications-- letters and phone calls.

Score Ranges 0-2 = unacceptable
3L4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

. -

Subseale III-C . Communicationspersonal 'visits .

.

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable.
4-7 = marginally acceptable
8-12 = ideal:

Lla1212acaltEll. Level of usage of innovations..

Score Ranges: 0-7 = unacceptable
8-13 = marginally acceptable

14-24 = ideal, 4

.5

Sabscale IV-A. Level of \usage, of innovations- first stages of
adoption.

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unaccepatable
3-4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal.

Subseale IV -13. Level of usage of innoyations-later stages of
adoption. 0

#

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3-4' = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

Subseale IV-C. Level of usage of innoyations--organization
.members/ attitudes toward the innovation.

Score Ranges: 0-2 = unacceptable
3 -4 = marginally acceptable
5-8 = ideal

1Z6
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Major Scale V. Personalities, social characteristics, and academic
styles of prospective teachers .A

Score Ranges: 0-10 = unacceptable
11-28 = marginally acceptable
29-42 = ideal

Subscale V-A. Prospective teachers--personalities and social
characteristics.

-Score Rongvs: X0.3 = unacceptable
4-9 = marginally neeeptahle

10-14 = ideal
AO

Subscale V-11. Prospective teachers--academic

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 = marginally acceptable

10-14 = ideal

Subscale V-C. Prospective teachers--eharacterist!ies of faculty
which affect prospective teachers.

Score Ranges: 0-3 = unacceptable
4-9 = marginally acceptable

= ideal

Score Ilnge for Total Score on the TSC-Ti

0-62 = unacceptable
-63-151'= marginally acceptable
152232 =' ideal

r
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Nr.

Suggested Sequencing of Eyents.

1.22

If the ratings that you have made fall into the ideal range of scores

(13S-210) for a module adopting institution, you can expect the follow-

ding course of events to occur. These event sequences and action
interventions have been described by practicing change agents and in-

vestigators of the adoption-diffusion prbeess.

Awareness

1. The in§titution recognizes a'need for chang, or demonstrates

nn interest in change.

2. ideas and problems are exchanged prior to the exchange of materials.

Interest

3. The ihstitution'becomes aware of new developments that could

certain needs or, the institution seeks contract to develop

product.

4. Institution makes request of R&D.

5. R&D answers information requests (may include a visitation).

6. Materialipexchanged:

a) information/on availability;
b) information on objectives and evaluation; and

c) information on-needed outlay of resources, finances, time, etc

meet

I

4
Evaluation

7. Direct consultation (evaluation of project goals).

8. R&D identifies and compares alternatives.

9. Institution looks over information.

10. RND waits.

11. Consultation by invitation.

12. RSD develops role as external change agent:

a) extended intervisitation. Each institution looks at its own

program;
b) RAM -furnishes resources te assist the institution in planning.



7'0

15. RAD identifiesa04"works with pptential internal change agents.
Wt this point, the faculty should begici,to take on more respon-
sibility.)

14. Both RD and the institution conduct planning sessions'.

15. Evaluation of lain in terms of particular needs of the parti-
. cular institution.

rr1a1
1

16. Demonstration of workability of evaluated plans.

17. Direct consultation.
.

.

18. Preparation for pillat testing which should include training,
. support, evaluation.

.
,

Steps 19-22 recycling as necessary
.;

.41

19. Evaluation.'

20. .Additional training, workshops,

..

.

.1

Demonstration.

22. Direct consultatiOn.

23. Commencement of pilot testing.

24. Evaluation.
0

25. Modification of procedures used in pilot testing.

Adopt/9n

26. Product acceptance.
A

27. Institution begins adoption with, aid from R&D.

28. Application of innovation by user.

29. Contihued workshops, further training sessions in evaluation,
dissemination, and interpersonal skills.

,,OA*
1.

At a, .
- :

O.

9.0
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in. institurionali!Aation and makntononve.

-ii: Further coneultation.

'Q. Continued researching by institution.

3'9. R&D exits.

4

.4

%

12'!

p

1.31.
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I
If the ratings that you have made fall into the nmrginalIy lirceptabje
range of scores (5fi-117) for a module ,adopting institution, you van '--!

expect the following course of events to occur. These event seqp:ences
tend action interventions have been described by praCtiOng change
agents and investigators of the adoption-diffusion process,
A

1

Awareness

le Awareness of problem (perhaps by an individual).

2. Contact or Inquiry (perhaps by an individual).

3. Informtion dissemination.

I. Introductory overview.

Evaluation

S. Direct consultation.

G. Agreement (perhaps only by a 'single te6cher).

Trial

7. Demonstration (if requested).

8.4 Training (demonstration may be included here) .

9. Little recycling of-bonsuliation, evaluation, training and
demonstration will be possible.,

10. Change agent's efforts are limited by the institution.

11. further demonstration (if requested).

12. Consultation.

;
13.- Completion of Field: testing and possibly positive feedbaok.

Adoption

14. One of the following may occur:

,k1

a) adoption of program (often ir a single c ass);
b) adoption of the program after other institutions have adopted;
e) gradual withdraWal of agent and fading of program since there

is probably no mechanism of maintenance ,for Institutinaliza-
tion of the program.



12(
v

d) program-is used by individual teachers4 until a new text

is published.
sO teachers may relocate and use the' innovation in an insti-

tution which is better prepared for adoption.
1 There may be violation of copyright laws with respect to

innovation.

0
vL
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127

Tr l'he rat-ings thnt you have mile rail into )u unneepprahIe
or scores (0-55) for a motitil c adnptth inorpution, you eau ex-
pect the following course of events VIII occur.' These event sequences
and action interventions have been d6sbribed by practicing change
agents and Investigators of the adoption.diffusion process.

Awareness

1. An individual in the institution. hears' about an innovation.

eresti

2. Exploratory contacts are made between RJ nnd institution.-

3. Long deliberation period bl.ore fir expLoratory meeting.

Evaluation

4. After initial contact:

a) the level of interest and/or involvement becomes suspect or
b) polite responses with no commitment. Often long, drawn-mit

academic, "philosophic" discussions.

5. On site visits discouraged.

6. Collaboration attempts turned down.

Trial

7. There might be some half-hearted direct consultation, some
training, some demonstration, all ofwhich are ineffectual.

8. Requests for distribution of information neglected by institution.

9. Administration may miscommunicate information between change
agent and staff:

10. The institution replies seldom or not at all.

Adoption

11. Possibly piecemeal usage under peer pressure.

1.24

p
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if the ratings that you have made fall into the ideal range of snores
(152-232), for an institution adopting a psychological assessment bat-
tery with a counseling orientation, you can expect the following course
ni events, to occur. These event sequences and action interventipns,
have been described by practicing change agents and investigators
of the adoption-diffusion process.

Awareness

1, raculty recognizes ;Ind describes needs.

Interest

2. Exploratory contact is made by counselor, faculty and/or admini-
strati on.

3, R). follows up contact. Direct consultation.

4.. The institution makes a request to R0.

-5. RD sends information.

6. The irstitution looks over information.

7-.---R&D waits.

8. RD and institution visit one onother.

9. The new institution visits other institutions already surcess-
fully using the innovation.

EvTuation

711) The institution looks at its own program.

11. RD looks at its own programs.

12. -The institution and RND amine the alternatives Which could
meet the institutional n dr.

)3. Both the institution and RXD plan.

14. rield test design of one or two alternatives is prepared.
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15.' Demonstration and exploratory usage by the user (this helps
-to develop a commitment to the product and its use).

16. Direct consultation.

17. A mutual decision is made for pilot testing.

18. Both R and the institution preparOwfqr the pilot testing.

19. Training.

20. Pilot testing begins.

21. dditional input sought during the pilot testing.

22. The Institution with the assistance
used in the pilot testing.

23. Direct consultation.

Adoption

of R&D modifies the procedures
0

24,1: The Institution adopts the program.
.

.

25. Continued.warkshops, further training in dissemination and
. interpersonal skills. . N

26. Further consultation and research. , s

27. Continued R&D.

i6

,1

a



If the ratings thilt you:have made fall into the marginailv aveeptilble
rage of stores ((1-151) for an institution adopting Fk psyehologien1
atsessmentttattery with a rounseling orientation, you can expeet the
fnllowing course of .events to occur. These event sequences and
action interventions have been described by practicing change agents
and investigators of the adoption-diffusion process.

Awareness 41.

1. Awareness of a need or ehan

Interest

2. Exploratory contact is made between R&D and the institution.

.3. Material is exchanged.

Evaluation

)
t' and RD visit each other.

5. Direct'consulthtion:

Trial

6. Demonstration.

7. One or two individbals commit themselves to pilot testing.

8. R&D trains, residents arc' trained in "hands-on'J situation.

9. Pilot testing by one or two faculty. If it is successful,, it
is often due to student reaction.

10, Direct consultation.

11. R&D and institution evaluate program.

12. Recycling of the following:- evaluation, demonstration, consultation.

Adoption

13. Staff commitment to adoption of innoyation. Student opinion may
encourage adoption, but adoption may be turned down if student
support is too strong, due to professional jealousies.

4

137
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14. Direct consultation.

15. Modlfications are made.

16.A There may be limited scattered use by faculty, but little exchange
of information.

17. Special attention by RM.

1,
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7f the vafings that you have made fall into the unacreptab'ro
range of snores (0-'62) for an Institution adopting a psychologivnl
assessment batter with a ,counselin on you an expeet
the following course of events to occur. Tlese . event sequcnee
and action interventions have been described by practicing r ge
agents and investigators oflkhe adoptiop-diffusion procest.

Awareness- Interest

;1. There is a short exploratory' attempt.

.2. 'Direct consultation, institution replies to R&D.

a) there may be direct confrontation in which both institutions
clearly demonstrate to themselves that their respective
needs and interests are in conflict. This confrontation
may be insulting.
The institution replies that the program has meritm,,but
that adoption would be impractical because-the faculty is
developing their own prograin specifically suited to their
particular need, or that the faculty would like to develop
a philosophical base from whiph to work before considering
adoption of the program.

Evaluation

3. Restrictive time restraints are placed on RM.

4. The change agent should be assessing the possibilities of
success and decidifig if the effort ig worthwhile considering
commitment, of personnel,.available 'funding, time, etc..,The
change agent may decide itA.s not worthwhile.

Trial

5. Demonstration.

Adoption

6. The program is abortive from the start.
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Guidelines for the Change Agent

If the ratings that you have made fall into the 'ideal range of
scores (138-210) for a module adorst4og institution, the following,
statements, based on responses of change agents and a review of
the literature, are designed to serve as guidelines for the
change agent.

Leadership St le Agent

1. The change agent 'should feel rewarded for his efforts and
respond to a wide range of Intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcers.

The change. agent must be energetiC in seeking adoption.

3. The change agent must be able-to develop effective human
relations through effective. reinforcement 'and group techniques.

The change agent should act as a, consultant to the institution.

5. The change agent must be ready to acquiesce leadership to an
internal agent at the earliest possible moment. Real leader-
ship must come from within at the operational stage.

General Cognitive Skills of ilthe Chew Agent

1. The change agent must be able to use analysis and synthesizing
processes for decisive action.

The change agent must possess a wealth of strategies that can
be tried.

3. The change agent must be able to change the "game" plan in terms
of how the faculty wishes to operate.,

4. The change agent must be able to sense the appropriate level of
intervention and must be able to change levels when necessary.
InterVention should take place at a level no deeper I,:han the
'energy and resources of the institution dictate.

5. The change agent must be very familiar with his product and its
attributes.

6. The change agent must be very, familiar with institutional variables

7: The change agent must be'able to use knowledge of institutional
variables in order to develop the program and a change strategy:

140 4
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General Communication and Inter ersonal Skills of the Chan :e A ent

1. The change agent must be able to communicate effectively.

2. The change agent must be in contact with leaders in his profes-

sion at his home institutiorL.

3. The change agent must have cdnfidence in the module and be able
to transmit this confidence.

4. The change agent must be sens tive to the needs, demands; problems'
frustrations, and weaknesses of users.

-1181,84,4

5. The change agent must have sensitivity and skill in interpersonal'
relations particularly when dealing with stressful situations.

Relationships That the thange Agent Has with the Faculty

1. A change agent must be able to communicate with the faculty.

2. A change agent should ideally feel comfortable with the faculty.

3. A-change agent should not feel that it is necessary to be'com
fortable with all of the faculty and must be prepared to be a
scapegoat if necessary.

4. A change agent must be Able to enthuse the faculty about research
and developments so that the faculty can finally lead RD and
become self-sustaining. 4

4

5. Initially, tbe change agent need only to enthuse a small number
of the faculty, but during the evaluation, trial and adoption
stages, it is crucial that large numbers of the faculty become
involved.

6. The change agent can appeal to the logic and reason of the faculty,
emphasizing intrinsic value of the innovation.

Relationships that the Change Agent has with the Administration

1. 'The change agent must be able to communicate with authority/
figures.

2. Ideally, a change agent should feel comfortable with the dean and
have an open rapport with the administration.

141
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A Change agent will no feel cpmfortable with all'administra-
tion members even in an ideal setting.

The change agent must be willing to risk disagreements with the
administr'ation for the sake of the success of the innovationj
even in an ideal situation.

ti
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If the ratings that you have made fall into the nerginally acceptable
range of scores ( 56,1-17) for a module adopting institution, the
following statements, based on responses Qf change agents and a re-
view of the literature,, are designed to.serve as guidelines for the

change agent.

Leadership Style of-the Change Agent,

1.' The change agent mart have high enthusiasm for his work.

2. The change agent must not be concerned with making a name for
himself.

The change agent must 'be able to respond to the level of
enthusiasm, interest and commitment to the innovations which

. he introduces.

The, change agent must be able to motivate key persons within
thikinstitution with outside rewards such as grants, aid, etc.,
sinef appealing to =logic and reason may not he sufficient.

S. The c ange agent must be prepared,to accept minimal results.

6; -TANe-ehange agent.mustutryJo 'limit his rale to that of a
consultant, though the job mE.y.at times entail, much more work
.and involvement. The earlier an internal agent can be located,,
the likelier the chances of a speedy adoption.

General Co nitive Skills of the Chan _e Agent

1. The change ..agent must have knowledge of possible strategies.

2. The change agent must be familiar with his product and its
attributes.

The change agent must be able to use knowledgeiof change strat..
egies creatively, considering the particular institutional
variables.

4. The change agent must beable to sense theappropriate level of
intervention. Initially, interventions should be limited to a
1.4vel which =.; clearly supported by organization members. As
trust is established between the change agent and the organization,
the change agent may move to 'less certain leiels of intervention.
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5. The Change agent must be able to emphasize particular properties
of an innovation effectively on the' basis of the values of the'
organization.

6. The change agent must be able to develop an organizational stra-
tegy that focuses on people as performers of functions within the
organization, rather than as individuals involved in interper-
sonal.relationships, if the institutional situation demands it.

.4

General Communication and-Inter ersonal Skills, of 'the Chan:e A ent

1. The change*Aigent must be aware of the real needs of the insti-
tution. The re4 needs may not correspond with the stated needs.

2. The change agent must be able to obtain and act quickly on
feedback from organizationmeMbers

3.* The change agent must have use: of communication Channels. If
not, then the change agent Must be able to create his own means,
of communicating and receiving information.

4. The change agent must have sensitivity and Interpersonal skins,
particularly witin dealing with stressful situations.,

5. The change agent must be able to communicate particular attri-
butes. of the product at the appropriate stages ofpthe change
sequence and in the language of the users.

Relationships That the Change Agen.t has With the Faculty

1. The change agent must be able to collaborate with interested
faculty membemespecially when there is disagreement= with the
administration.

2. The change agent should be willing to work with perhaps cne or
two Interested faculty.

a

3. The change agent should be able to present the innovation to
the faculty in termssof how well it fits into the structure of
their teaching environment.

4. 'The Change agent must be able to involve as many faculty as
possible, as early as possible.

4.4
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S. The change agent hould remain in contact with !-dividual,
interested faculty; They may eventually move to more Inno-

vative organizations.

Relationships That the ChatIgp Agent Has with the Administration

1. The change agent must be able to accept the administration's
lack of interest in.innovatiJn.

2. The change agent .must be able to work around and outguess
unhelpful administrators in order to reach interested faculty,

3. The change agent must be able to convince power holders that
the innovation is in their best interests.

4. The change agent must be able tb communicate with administra-
tors in terms of their values and norms.

5. The change agent mist be willing to risk disagreements with the
administration for the sake of the success of the innovation.

a
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If the ratings that you have made fall into the lossable range
of scores ( n. ) for a modulo OrtIoting institution, the follow-
ing statements, based on responses of change agents and a review f
of the literature, are designed to serve as guidelines for the
change agent.

Leadership Style of the Chan Ascent

1. The change agent must be enthusiastic about innovation.

2. The change aient must be energetic, sire it would take
a tremendous amount of time and. energy ow the part of the'
ehange agent in order to mAke'any inroads.

3. The change agent must be well

4. The change agent must be able
shows na immediate pi-Jlise of

liked by his co) leagues.
S.

to stay with a situation which
success or improvement.

The, change agent must be highly persuasive and aggressive.

6. The change -agent must be able to exercise a flexible ethicality
in circumventing systems and persns, even at the risk'of
being galled unethical, slippery, disRonest and untruthful.

7. The change agent must often be a "low key" operator to convince
the adopters that the whole process was their idea.

.10

General Cognitive Skills of the Change Agent

104

1. The change agent must be able to identify the most advantageous
strategy for the situation in terms of, the institutional variables

2. The change agent should be 'oriented toward teaching research and
enthusiastic about sharing results.

3. The change agemt must be able to quickly identify the "power
structure" and Obtain support from these persons if he is to
meet with some success.

4. The change agent mu 1e able to obtain visibility and rewards
for organization members who are trying out new ideas.-

ii
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The_ change agent musf be able to Use feedback effectl.vily.

6. If the situation demands kt, the change agent must be able
to design an.organizaqprethat is not dependent on inter-
personal relationsfba rather, on people as performers of
functions within a system.

The change agent Must be aware of intervention levels and
intervene only at levels which members of the organization
can understand and accept.

General Communication and Interpersonal Skills of the Change Agent

1... The change agent must gain access to and perhaps some control
over communication channels, inventing new ones if necessary.

2_ The change agent must be willing to be the aggressor most of
the time, but must be able to do so tactfully..

The change agent must be able to communicate in terms of the
exisiihg.norns and values of the organization and must be able
to present the innovation in terms of these values.

4.. The change agent must communicate directly, rather than
depending on, second or third parties.

5. The change agent mupt have high interpersonal skills.

6. The change agent Aould maintain "open", communications as
mich as possible. Promises of confidentiality make ajelosed
environment even more closed.

R Iationshi s That the Chan e A ent Has with the Facul

e change agent must prove himself to be trustworthy and
cannot expect any immediate support from the faculty.

The change agent should emphasize how many other Institutions
have succeitafully adopted the innovation.

3. The change agent may wish to take the faculty to visit other
organizations which have successfully adapted the innovation.

1 - 1
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N. The change agent must be able to'present itiv innovation to'
the faculty in terms of how well it fits Into the structurc
of their teaching environment.

5. The change agent should develop and follow up any interest at
all from the faculty.

1301atIonships Thnt the Change Agent tins with the Administrntidil

I. The rhnngn agent should not expect support rrom administraMon
members.

la

.1;

2. The change agent should try to con*ince power holOers of change
'in terms or their own self interests.

The change agent should fifd out what the adMinistration,reaIly,
wants

Initial (and perhaps all) interventions should be at so level
which is non-threatening to adminastrators as well as to the
organizational norms I,

S'a

6. 7

5. The change agent must be able tb outguess and subtly work around
nnhelpful administraF tors.

i

O ,
. ,

6. The change agent must emphasize how many other institutions have
stiocessfully adopted the innovation and encourage communications
between admPnistrators of adopting institutions and administra- _

tors of the unacceptable institution.

'r
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Tr I h ralings 'I hat you have motto fallJhtothe idcal rangy or
spores (1S2-212) ror an iustitut4on adopting a pychol oviral
'assessment hatt.nr with a counselin .oritntatim, tie r lowing
statements, based on responses o change agents and a review of
the literature, are designed to serve as guidelines for the
change agent.

Leadership e Chan Agent

1. The change agent should have enthusiasm for his work and
be energetic

2. The change agent: must be able to respond to unanticipated
problems brought on by differential use of innovations,

3. The change agent must be calm and flexible.

a. The change agent must be facilitative,

5. The change agent must have good relationships with members of
the organization.

The change agent must demonstrate his concern.

General. Cogpitiv Skills of the Change Agent ,'

1. The chrnge agent should have knowledg and experience in
counseling and curriculum and instruction areas.

2. The change agent must be able to quickly analyze power struc
tures and motives of personnel in adopting institution and be
able to predict individual differences in reaction to his
Innovation.

3_ 11 change agent must have broad knowledge of 'many assessment'
. eedback programs,.

The change agent must be able to assess institutional idiosyn-
cracies quickly and accurately and be flexible enough to respond
to problems by utilizing alternative approaehes.

5 The change agent 'must (have knowledge of priorities and criteria
for effertive.utiliza ion of the proeint.

I
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Ceneral Communication and Interpersonal Skills of theChange Agent

1. The change agent must comrunicate through
concern for the situation as it evolves.

The change agent must be able to maintain
critical. situations.

3, The change agent must be sensitive to the
prohlems, frustrations, and weaknesses or

The charge agent must bp able to eommunicate vrfeetivply and
ri-pely within the organization.

his actions his

oidectivity in

needs, demands,
thr users,

'S. The change agent must have skill
relations.

b. The change agent should act as a
user systOqs.

RelationshipThat the Change Agent Has with the Counselor

1. The change agent must have the support of the counselor.

and training %in interpersonal

go.-between for the various

2. The change agent should support the counselor.

3. The'2change.agent must have II opm" communirations with the
)unselor.

44. The change agent should net as
the counselor::

a 'consultant anti assistant t o

'Pelationshi s That he Chan e A ent-Mas with the Administration

The change agent must be able to eommunicate well with author-
ity figures.

2. Ideally, the change agent should have an open rapport with
administrators.

3. The change agent may not have the support of :all administrators.

The change agent must be willing to risk 'disagreement with the
administratlon at times to support the counselorleven in an
ideal situation.

1.4
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if ihe you have made Fail into the mnrginnllyipihly
range of scories (b3-151 ) for an institution adopting a,psychologival

;the following
statements, based on responses of change agents and a review of the
liternture, are designed to serve as' guidelines for the change agent.

Leadership Style of the Mono. Agent

1. The change ngent must be calm mid flexible.

2. The change agent must be' a facilitator.

1. The col agent must be enthusiastic.

4. The change agent rust have great confidence in the innovation.

S. The change agent must be able to respond to unanticipated
problems brought on by differential use of innovations.

CenernI Co itive Skills of the Chan .e A en

I. The ohange agent must have knowledge of and 'experience in
using group dynamics.

.

2. The change agent must be able to appeal to the logic and
reason of some individual who can carry the program.

3. the change agent must be able to point out extrinsic rewards
to maintain the tolerance of the rest of the staff.

4. The change agent may need experience and background in legalities
of the program for the dean.

S. The change agent must be able to identify the barriers present
in 17f? system nd possess sufficient skills to surmount these
obsiructions.

6, The change agent must be familiar with the use of criteria and
priorities to determine whether continued effort is worthwhile.

X
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General Communication and Inter ersonal Skills of the Chan -.e A ent

1. The change agent must be able to maintain and strengthen
contacts amok k the various users.

The change agent must, be sensitive to stress situations,

3 The change agent must be skillful and trained in interpersonal
interactions.

4. The change agent must be aware of the strengths and weaknesses
of the organization and its members and devise the innovation
to "fit" the particular organization.

The change agent must have skills as a groupleader.

The change agent must be able to present the attributes of the
innovation in terms,of existing norms.

Relationship That the Change Agent Has with.the Counselor

1. The change agent must be able to collaborate with the
counselor.

2. The ehangi agent should inform the counselor that a highly
sophist ated ueeiof the innovation is not possible without
strong departmental support-

The change agent shbuld inform thq counselor that one does not
have to use the Innovation in a highly sophisticated manner in
order to APrive benefits, and there is small risk of harmful
effects for the student or the counselor himself.

4. The change agent should act as a consultant to the counselor.

Relationships That the Change Agent Has with the Administration

I. The change,agent must be able to. work with the department Chair-
man in relation to the .;Aairman's interests and values.

2. It may be helpful to point out to the administration how many
other institutions have successfully adopted the innovation.

3. The change agent should act as a go-between for administrators
of successfully adopting institutions and this institution.

4. The change agent should try to locate at least one supportive
administrator as early as pOssible.
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If the ratings that you have made fall into the unacceptable range
of scores (0-62) for,'an institution adopting a psycholsical
assessment battery with a counseling -orientation, the following
statements, based obi responses of change agents and aleview of
the literature, are designed to serve as guidelines foryhe change
agent.

JJeadershi"; State of the Change Agent

1. The change agent must always maintain the. option of pulling
out graciously.'

2. The change agent must be willing to devote endless time and
energy to the task.

The change agent must believe very strongly in what he is doing.

4. The change agent must not expect obvious rewards for his endea-
vors.

General Cognitive Skills or the Change Agent

I. The change agent must be able to evaluate a completely
negative situation when that situation exists.

2. The change agent must be able to estimate the importance of
his time, reject institutions which demenctrate.high risk, and
not waste i.esources.

3. -The change agent must develop, as part of a product; evaluative
criteria and priorities on which he can subsequently base a
decision to pull out or redirect his efforts at any point.

4. The change agent must be aware of many alternative strategies.

General Communication and Inter ersonal Skills of the Chan e A ent

1. The change agent must have excellent
interpersonal skills.

2. The change agent must have access to
create new ones if necessary.

I
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skill and training in

communication'ehannels or
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3. The change *agent must be able
the existing norms and values

The changelgent must 'convince
trustworthiness.

147

to communicate in terms of
of the organization.

organization_ members Of his
Sr

1. The change agent may or may not have a collaborative rela-
tionship with the counselor,

2. The change agent may have to win the trust of the counselor.

3. The change*ampt shoUld try to establish an "open" rapport
with the counselor; explaining' all possibilities of the
innovation in terms of the institutional variables.

4. If the counselor is supportive and the administraticon is not,
the change agent should assist the counselor in whatever ways
he can.

Relationships That the Change Agent Has with the Administration

1. The change agent will probably be treated with great mistrust
and suspicion.

The change agent must try to win support from the administration
by explaining the innovation in terms of the administration's
self interests.

Because communication channels may be =inefficient and ineffectual,
the change ageilt should communicate directly with administrators
and other persons within the organization.lin order to avoid
miscommunications.

4. The change agent shouldn't agree to any kind of "confidentiality'
except when absolutely necessary, because this encourages "closed".
communications in an already "closed" environment..

The change agent should risk very few disagreements with the
administration, except for the sake of the innovation, since
the administration is probably suspicious of innovators and
innovations.

c -The change agent should emphasize how many institutions hpve
adopted the innovation and try to use peer pressure as much as
possible to convince =the institution of the value of the inno-
vation.

a
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